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Introduction
The sounds of skittering demon feet brought the lich named Zanatose out of his thoughtful
reverie and reminded him that his worthless fools for minions were yet again late for their
bi-monthly summons.

“Achnor, you scaled nuisance, send out another summons...I am tired of waiting”

“Yes dark master, oh powerful one, master of magic....lord of sorc..”

“NOW!”

“AYIEEE!”  The fiend dodged the clumsily thrown ink quill, hands covering his face as he fled
the room through the two huge obsidian doors.

It was not long before the entire group of his minions arrived, having heard the anger in his
second summons.  The first was the only woman he had every trusted with any sort of
secret, but he still did not trust Ariadne Raynor as far as he could throw her with one arm.

“Your..ARTICLES...Lord Everhate, master of impatience...”

Zanatose growled something in infernal and grabbed the papers from her hand.  She did not
wait long before making herself comfortable in the second throne to the lich’s right.  The
human Death Knight named Warlord Ralts took his place to the lich’s left, saying nothing,
only the creaking of his ancient armor lent weight to his powerful presence.  The group
included a motley variety of wicked creatures and beings.  One was made completely of
dark matter from the Plane of Shadow, another was a warty goblin assassin, and a third
was a creature seemingly made of chains which joined them and with them they brought
their slave writers, tied with rope and barbed wire.

“Despite your intolerable tardiness, the great book of the Stygian has finally taken shape!  I
have gathered all of your darkest secrets right here in this book and will make it available to
all who wishes to gaze upon my magnificence!”

“What?”  The death knight Ralts interrupted.  “I believe, my Lord, that you were talking
about the book and not yourself”.

“I believe Ralts has forgotten that I sit in the middle throne and
therefore nothing I say is EVER wrong...” Zanatose smacked the
death knight upside his helm with an obsidian palm.

“I tire of looking at you...leave my presence now and begin on your
second offerings to be added into the next Stygian Tome...this I
demand!” 



Ariadne’s Stylus
Well, it took us long enough to get this first issue out!  We’ve had this planned for a couple
of months now. With the turn of the year and all of the personal troubles we’ve had, it’s
been a tough job to get it finished.  Now, it’s done and on your computer system.  

I’m sure you’re wondering what we’ve got in store for you.  I’m not going to ruin it by
saying much.  I want you to read the magazine we spent all this time and effort putting out
for you!  However, I will tell you that in these electronic pages, you’ll find new prestige
classes, magic items, spells, and goodies galore for your game.

This month’s issue theme is “Conjurer’s”.  Every month, we will try to have some type of
theme that most of our articles will center on.  I did not write an article for this theme
mainly because I have been too swamped, but also because I don’t particularly like
conjurers or play them.  It’s not that I don’t think conjurers are as useful as any other
specialist magic user.  I’m quite certain that they are.   I simply rarely play specialist mages
and the few times that I have, I’ve usually played an Enchanter, Transmuter or a Wild Mage
instead.  (Notice that I did NOT mention the ever-present Necromancer as I have never
actually played one myself!)  

As for Conjurers, let’s face it that having a single animal summoned into an encounter
(unless it’s the Tarasque) is pretty useless overall.  Conjurers are meant for BIG animals or
BIG groups of animals or BIG items.  Personally, I’ve never had much use for a mage that
could summon a herd of buffalo into the middle of a battlefield.  I’m speculating that it is
because our gaming style here doesn’t tend to be one of epic battles with thousands of
participants.  I guess a herd of stampeding buffalo would definitely come in handy during
the battle as there’s really little that can be done when you’re “overwhelmed” by a ton of
steak on the hoof going at several kilometers per hour.  If nothing else, you can have
barbeque and beef jerky rations after the battle is over for weeks!  I guess having a
conjurer around occasionally could be pretty useful!

Even though I didn’t write an article for this issue, I put my time in on this project with all
the editing I had to do and left the writing to those who know it best–the staff here at
RealmsOfEvil.

So, I know that you will find this issue both enjoyable to read
and useful in your gaming experience.  We are, as always, open
to suggestions.  If you have any, you may feel free to write to
us at any of the email addresses listed in the magazine for your
convenience.  

Thank you and see you next month on the editorial page! 

–Dread Mistress AriadneRaynor



By Shawn Muder and Shane Aguero
Illustrations by Casey Young

Conjurers are an often over-looked specialist wizard in the face of the decadent
necromancer or provocative invoker.  Most gaming groups see them just as the wizard or
sorcerer who can call up some fodder to keep an enemy’s arrow or spells at bay until they
themselves can do the deed by killing them off.

However, the conjurer is more than just a support wizard or sorcerer ready to summon
hordes of weak monsters to the party’s rescue.  They are known to create items from
nothing, to summon extraplanar energies to smote their foes and to even heal injured allies
with their spells.

The D20 system offers more for those who wish to play a conjurer type of character through
the creation of prestige classes.  The following are a few examples of what can be done to
expand a conjurer’s role in a game and to make them interesting to play.

1. The Initiate of the Machine: A prestige class that summons, creates, and repairs
constructs.  Not only that, but they are the perfect blend of machine and living flesh.

2. Savage Healer: As healing is now the domain of the conjurer and not the necromancer,
the task of aiding one’s allies in battle now rests completely on the shoulders of those who
 can summon positive energy.



3. Ikere Summoner: A preview for the Chaotica D20: World of Pristine book.  The Ikere are
a nation of traitors, working to undermine the living nations of Pristine instead of helping
them in the battle against the Brotherhood of Bone.

4. The Voidist: A defense against the summoned hordes of evil.  The Voidist is the “anti-
summoner” with powers to thwart or banish creatures called or summoned by their
enemies.

5. The Binder: The Binder is a summoner who calls not monsters, but other heroes or
villains to his aid.

Initiate of the Machine

“The hum of law manifest shall guide my path down the winding roads of chaos”

What’s to say about the Initiates of the
Machine other than they are a powerful
group of arcane spell casters who draw
the lawful energy of Mechanus into their
very souls?  This fanatical, if not
extremely lawful, group becomes more
machine than man.  Most are seen to
have strangely shaped runes on their
body (circuitry), or even have pieces of
machinery attached permanently to their
body.  Only they know what the Great
Machine wants and follow the path of
science and magic past the normal mortal
frailty which blocks most races from true
technological achievement.

Initiates of the Machine are usually
wizards, sorcerers, bards, or clerics who
have been enlightened to the benefits of
technology as well as magic.  Paladins,
Rogues, Barbarians, and Fighters are
barred from this class because they do
not have the spell casting ability required
to be added to the ranks of the Initiates
of the Machine.

Requirements:

Alignment: Must be LG, LN, or LE
Knowledge (Planes) 8 ranks
Knowledge (Engineering) 8 ranks
Knowledge (Arcana) 8 ranks
Knowledge (Science) 8 ranks
Craft (Machinery) 8 ranks
Create Wondrous Item 
Create Arms and Armor



Iron Will
Spells: Must cast 5th level arcane or divine spells.
Special: Must have visited the Lawful Plane of Mechanus.

Hit Dice: d4

Skills Points per Level: 2 + Int modifier

Class Skills: Knowledge (Planes)(Int), Knowledge (Engineering)(Int), Knowledge
(Arcana)(Int), Knowledge (Sciences)(Int), Climb (Str), Jump (Str), Tumble (Dex),
Concentration (Con), Scry (Int), Spellcraft (Int), Craft (Machinery)(Int).
 
Mechanical Familiar: Not actually a familiar in the arcane sense of the word.  A
mechanical familiar is the closest thing to a fantasy computer that most campaigns will ever
see.  It is a small, hand held box of circuitry which the initiate can communicate
telepathically with. The computer contains a number of knowledge skills when created equal
to one skill for every 3 levels the Initiate as attained before creating it (a minimum of three
skills at 9th level).  The cube is upgraded every time the initiate gains a level in Initiate of
the Machine and gains 1d4 skill points which can be added to it’s current knowledge skills or
be used to add a new one to the cube’s repertoire.  Unlike real familiars, the cube cannot
benefit from spells cast by it’s creator because it lack’s the soul connection which exists
between living familiars and living masters.  In addition to the skill points added to the
cube, it also gains the following machine like abilities per level of it’s creator.

Levels in Initiate of the Machine and Cube abilities.

1-2 Shocking Ward: Keeps unwanted hands from getting a hold of the initiates computer by
allowing it to deal 1d6 electrical damage 1/day.  This causes those handling it to make a
reflex save or drop the cube.

3-4 Levitate: The cube has the ability to levitate as the 2nd level arcane spell 1/day as if cast
by a sorcerer the same level as the cube’s master.

5-6 Fly: The cube’s levitation ability is upgraded, allowing the cube to fly as if it had cast
the 3rd level arcane spell, fly.  The spell acts as if cast by a sorcerer of the same total levels
of the Initiate that created it.

7-8 Heal Construct: The cube can initiate the repair systems in any construct created by the
initiate within 30 ft., causing the construct to be healed of 3d6 points of damage.

9-10 Upgrade Construct: The cube can upgrade the systems of a construct created by the
initiate, giving it a +2 to attack and damage and a +2 Str bonus.

In addition to this, the cube can be used as the initiate’s spell book, storing mental images
of spell information which can be accessed by the initiate when they need to re-memorize
their spells.  Sorcerer cubes lack this ability.

A cube has a hardness of 1 per level of initiate and 2 hit point per level of initiate (hardness
10, and 20 hit points respectively when the initiate reaches 10th level).

If a cube is destroyed, all knowledge stored within it is gone as well.  A new cube can be
constructed immediately, costing 2,000 gp in materials, but it starts out with +0 in all
knowledge skills as if the initiate had started at level one again and it lacks all spell-like



abilities of the other, upgraded cube, that was lost or damaged.  The initiate jealously
guards his cube against his enemies as most wizards guard their spell books and is
devastated if the object is destroyed.  The cube is not affected by spells which work against
magic, such as dispel magic, greater dispel magic, and disenchant, but becomes inert if
brought into the area of effect of an anti-magic shell.  It takes double damage from chaotic
spells which are directly targeted at it.

Machine Hum (Sp): Machine Hum is a spell-like ability which allows the Initiate of the
Machine to drain the humanity (charisma) from all within a 30 ft. radius (centered on the
Initiate) who hear the noise.  It forces all those within hearing distance to roll a will saving
throw or suffer from a devastating 1d10 temporary charisma damage (DC = 10 + level of
Initiate + Cha modifier).  The Initiate of the Machine gains additional uses per day of this
ability at 5th and 7th level.

Spell Mechanics (Ex): The Initiate of the Machine’s mind is a place of logical thinking and
problem solving.  This is shown in their ability to cast more powerful spells.  Add the
number after the Spell Mechanic’s title to the DC of all of the Initiate’s spells.

Summon Construct (Sp): This ability works similar to the spell, Summon Construct (at the
end of this class entry), except that it allows the Initiate to use the spell before they would
normally be able to do so and to summon constructs of various sizes.

Inhuman Mind (Ex): This grants the Initiate of the Machine a +4 circumstance bonus to all
knowledge skill checks as their mind becomes more and more like a machine rather than
flesh.

Install Component (Ex): The initiate can create up the three tattoos of circuitry on his or
her body by 10th level.  Each of these tattoos can store one spell from the Initiate’s memory
that can be used once per day as a free action as if they had the quicken spell feat on them. 
Spells stored in these tattoos cannot have any feats modifying their results.

Repair Construct (Su): As long as the initiate concentrates totally on maintaining it’s
construct’s repair systems, he or she can grant them fast healing 2.  However, while
concentration the Initiate is effectively helpless and cannot move or perform any other
abilities.

The Initiate of the Machine Hit Dice: d4

Level Att Bonus Fort Ref Will Special Spells

1 +0 +1 +0 +1 Mechanical Familiar, Loss
of Humanity (-1 Cha)

+1 Level of
existing class

2 +0 +1 +1 +1 Machine Hum 1/day, Spell
Mechanics +1

3 +0 +2 +1 +2 Summon Construct (Small
1/day)

+1 level of
existing class

4 +1 +2 +2 +2 Inhuman Mind, bonus feat

5 +1 +3 +2 +3 Install Component (1),
Machine Hum 2/day

+1 level of
existing class



6 +1 +3 +3 +3 Summon Construct
(Medium 1/day, Small
2/day), Loss of Humanity
(-2 Cha)

7 +2 +4 +3 +4 Install Component (2),
Machine Hum 3/day

+1 level of
existing class

8 +2 +4 +4 +4 Summon Construct (Small
2/day, Medium 1/day,
Large 1/day)

9 +2 +5 +4 +5 Spell Mechanics +2, Install
Component (3)

+1 level of
existing class

10 +3 +5 +5 +5 Repair Construct, Summon
Construct (Small 3/day,
Medium 2/day, Large
1/day), Loss of Humanity
(-3 Cha)

New Spells

Summon Construct
(Conjuration) (Creation)

Level: Wiz/Sor 8
Casting Time: 10 minutes
Range: Touch
Duration: 1 rd / level of caster
Area: 100 ft. radius circle (See Text)
Components: V, S, M, F
Saving Throw: None
Spell Resistance: None

This spell creates a construct to fight for the caster from available materials within the
touched area.  Typically such golems are clay or stone golems, but iron golems can be
created if enough iron is about to construct it.  Even a bone golem can be summoned if cast
within the confines of a graveyard or battlefield.  When casting the spell, the caster touches
the ground at the climax, causing blazes of electricity and elemental energy to spread
through out the area of the spell (this doesn't cause any damage to enemies within the
area).

The golem takes 10 minutes to construct itself and the caster must concentrate on casting
the spell for the golem to come together completely. If disturbed or attacked, the caster
must make a successful concentration check or lose the golem and his or her spell.

The golem has the average stats, attacks, skills, feats, and abilities of a large sized
construct of it's type and fights on the behest of it's creator. If it walks into an anti-magic
shell or a dead magic zone, it simply falls a part until all of it's pieces are removed from the
area of the shell is destroyed.  At which time it will piece itself back together again.  The
caster must concentrate on the attacking golem, otherwise it stands immobile like a statue.
This gives the caster only a partial action per round and restricts their movement to a 5ft.



 step in any direction as long as the golem is animate and attacking.

At the end of the duration the golem is once again reduced to the original components of
the spell (clay dust for a clay golem, iron plates or armor for an iron golem, etc.).  If
destroyed before the duration of the spell is exceeded, the golem's body is reduced to dust
and it's parts are unusable in another casting of the spell.

Material Components:  A beaker of elemental material from one of the four elemental
planes (which animates the golem).

Arcane Focus: A small posable statue of a man made from platinum, adamantium, and
mithril ore worth at least 5,000 gold pieces.  This small statue is what the caster uses to
control the movements of his temporary golem.

Savage Healer

“The Divine is not the only source of healing”

The Savage Healer is an enigmatic spell caster, one who deals with the raw positive energy
plane without the benefit of a deity to control the flow of such life energy.  Though helpful as
a healer, they are also dangerous.  The positive energy plane, often thought the domain of
clerics alone, still has many mysteries that arcane practitioners do not understand.  As such,
a Savage Healer has been known as both a benefit and a curse to any party of adventurers
they join.

Savage Healers are usually sorcerers or wizards who have a knack for being healers and
physicians but have no levels in cleric.  Clerics, who already have such healing magic that s
more reliable, do not usually take any levels of Savage Healer and the other classes (other
than bards) do not have the spell casting ability required to utilize the abilities of this class
or already have sufficient healing ability granted by a deity.

Requirements:

Heal: 5 ranks
Knowledge (The Planes): 5 ranks
Knowledge (Arcana): 5 ranks
Knowledge (Anatomy): 5 ranks
Spell Focus (Conjuration)
Greater Spell Focus (Conjuration)
Skill Focus (Heal)

Hit Dice: d4

Skill Points: 2 + Int modifier

Class Skills: The Savage Healer’s class skills are: Heal (Wis), Listen (Wis), Spot (Wis),
Knowledge (The Planes) (Int), Knowledge (Arcana) (Int), Knowledge (The Planes) (Int),
Knowledge (Anatomy) (Int).

Steady Hand (Ex): At 1st level the Savage Healer can take 10 on any heal check in a
stressful situation such as combat.  This allows the healer to stabilize an ally even if while
under attack from an enemy.



Cure Light Wounds (Sp): At 2nd level the Savage Healer acquires the ability to summon
unstable energy from the positive energy plane to heal someone with a touch.  However,
this is a dangerous task as the healer has a chance of doing more harm than good.  The
person to be healed must roll a fortitude save when touched, if they fail the save, they are
instead inflicted with a temporary case of mummy rot instead of being healed (Fortitude
Save DC = 10 + half level of healer class + level of power).  This power is exactly like the
Cure Light Wounds spell and can be used a number of times per day equal to the Savage
Healer’s constitution modifer +1

Gift of Life (Su): At 3rd level the Savage Healer learns arcane methods of using his or her
own life force to provide healing instead of using the positive energy plane.  They can choose
to sacrifice 1d8 + Con modifier worth of their own hit points in order to heal someone else of
a like amount of damage, once per round.  There is no limit to the use of this power, as the
Savage Healer could extinguish their own life in order to save another if they wished to.

Cure Moderate Wounds (Sp): At 4th level the Savage Healer can pull even more unstable
positive energy into themselves to provide healing to an ally. This ability acts just like the
Cure Light Wounds ability except it heals more damage (as the Cure Moderate Wounds
spell), the DC of the Fortitude save is increased by two points, and it can only be used a
number of times per day equal to 2 + Constitution modifier.

Healing Hands (Sp): At 5th level the Savage Healer can, if they inflict mummy rot on
someone they are trying to help, attempt to get rid of the sickness by using an ability that is
similar to the Remove Disease spell cast by clerics.  There is no chance of corruption in this
ability as the Savage Healer has gained some experience in dealing with raw positive
energy.  When used, the person inflicted with the mummy rot gets an additional fortitude
saving throw at the same DC they failed to make the first time.  If they pass then the
disease is removed.  However, if they fail the disease becomes permanent like the real touch
of a mummy instead of a temporary ailment.

The Savage Healer Hit Dice: d4

Level Att Bonus Fort Ref Will Special Spells

1 +0 +0 +0 +1 Steady Hand +1 level of
existing class

2 +0 +0 +0 +2 Cure Light Wounds +1 level of
existing class

3 +0 +0 +0 +3 Gift of Life +1 level of
existing class

4 +1 +1 +1 +4 Cure Moderate Wounds +1 level of
existing class

5 +1 +1 +1 +5 Healing Hands +1 level of
existing class

Ikere Summoner (Chaotica D20 Special Preview)

“I give my heart so that my magic can beat with a life of its own”



The Ikereans are practitioners of magic that most Pristinians find to be uncomfortable in the
least and down right evil most of the time.  They practice a sort of magic not known to
other countries or societies, a magic more noted as being similar to that of the Brotherhood
of Bone.

In truth, Ikere is aligned with the Brotherhood of Bone, and for the price of offering slaves,
the Brotherhood has given the Ikereans many forbidden magical secrets.  One of these
forbidden secrets is the Ikere Summoner.

The Ikere Summoner is a living being of magic, a person who no longer lives off of food or
water, but finds sustenance in magic alone.  The Ikere find those that are talented in magic
and remove their heart, replacing it with a large magic created gem called Arcanicus which
is mined on Duranyah and which is, in actuality, the petrified and corrupted remains of a
Magic Node.  This stone is what fuels the Ikere Summoner’s magical abilities.

Ikere Summoners are important in the Ikere Host, as they call in magical reinforcements for
battle by sacrificing their own life energy in the process. Ikere Summoners are almost
always Node Wizards (Wizards) or Innates (Sorcerers) as other classes are not magically
talented enough to sustain such an unnatural existence.

Requirements

Knowledge (Arcana): 8 ranks
Spell Focus (Conjuration): 8 ranks
Sense Node: 8 ranks
Spellcraft: 8 ranks
Enhance Summoning
Life Magic
Spell Resistance (Conjuration)

Hit Dice: d6

Skill Points Per Level: 2 + Int modifier

Class Skills: The Class skills of the Ikere Summoner are: Knowledge (Arcana)(Int),
Spellcraft (Int), Sense Node (Wis), Concentration (Con), Scry (Int), Disguise (Cha),
Intimidate (Cha), Gather Information (Cha), Alchemy (Int).

Enduring Body (Su): The Ikere Summoner no longer needs to breath, nor does their heart
beat any longer.  As such the Ikere Summoner is granted a +2 arcane bonus to fortitude
saving throws as well as a +2 arcane bonus to any constitution check due to pain or
exhaustive activity. 

Channel Life: (Su): The Ikere Summoner may sacrifice a number of hit points equal to 1d8
- Constitution modifier in order to automatically have a summoning spell they cast be
maximized as with a Maximize Spell feat.  This effect can only be used on Conjuration spells
that bring creatures to the caster such as Summon Monster or Summon Undead.  This
ability can be used an unlimited number of times based on the Ikere Summoner’s hit points.

Greater Enhance Summoning (Su): The Ikere Summoner’s conjured creatures are
granted a +2 arcane bonus to hit points per hit die and have a +2 arcane bonus to their



attack rolls, damage, and armor class.  This virtual feat supercedes the Enhance
Summoning feat required to take the Ikere Summoner prestige class.

Innate Summoner (Sp): The Ikere Summoner can now cast a Summon Monster I spell as
a standard action once per day per level in the Ikere Summoner prestige class.   This innate
spell can be affected by any feat or other ability the Ikere Summoner has to augment the
creatures called.

Monster Servant (Ex): The Ikere Summoner is granted a permanent monster cohort.  The
total hit dice of the monster summoned as a servant equals 3 + the Ikere Summoner’s
charisma modifier.  Example: Durthor, who has a Cha of 20 (and thus a +5 Cha modifier)
summons a fiendish viper as a monster servant.  This fiendish viper can have up to a
maximum of 8 hit dice.

The Ikere Summoner Hit Dice: d6

Level Att Bonus Fort Ref Will Special Spells

1 +0 +0 +0 +1 Enduring Body +1 level of
existing class

2 +0 +0 +0 +2 Channel Life +1 level of
existing class

3 +1 +1 +1 +1 Greater Enhance
Summoning

+1 level of
existing class

4 +1 +1 +1 +4 Innate Summoner +1 level of
existing class

5 +2 +2 +2 +5 Monster Servant +1 level of
existing class

New Feats

Enhance Summoning [Metamagic]

Your summoned creatures are more healthy and more powerful.

Prerequisites: Int 13+, Cha 13+, Spell Focus (Conjuration)

Benefit: The creatures you summon gain a +1 arcane bonus to their hit points per hit die
they have. They are also granted a +1 arcane bonus to attack rolls, damage, and armor
class.

Spell Resistance [General]

You have an innate resistance to a certain school of magic.

Benefit: You are granted a +2 natural bonus against spells of a particular school of magic.

Normal: You would not be granted a bonus to any save versus any school of magic when
affected by a spell.



The Voidist

“Fight your own battles, don’t call in your buddies to help you...”

The Voidist, also called the Banisher or the Arcane Exorcist, is a spellcaster who does not
have love for spell created items or creatures.  They despise undead and pity summoned
creatures that must serve a master and more than likely die doing so.  They attempt to set
right what unnatural creations that magic has wrought and to do away or imprison those
that craft such foul magic on a regular basis.

The Voidist is almost always a wizard or sorcerer, but clerics, bards, paladins, and even
rangers have been known to pick up a few levels of this class in order to battle the unnatural
minions of magic which may plague their quests.  Rogues, barbarians, monks, and other
non-spell casting classes would find little use for any levels in Voidist at all.

Requirements:
Knowledge (Arcana): 8 ranks
Knowledge (Undead): 8 ranks
Spell Craft: 8 ranks
Spell Focus (Abjuration)
Skill Focus (Spell Craft)
Special: Must have been severely harmed by a summoned elemental, undead, outsider, or
magical beast and lived.

Hit Dice: d4

Skill Points per Level: 2 + Int modifier

Class Skills: Knowledge (Arcana)(Int), Knowledge (Undead)(Int), Spell Craft (Int),
Concentration (Con), Spot (Wis), Listen (Wis), Scry (Int), Knowledge (The Planes)(Int).

Magic Circle (Sp): At 1st Level, the Voidist can call up a Magic Circle which protects against
evil, good, chaos, or law.  Only one alignment can be picked at a time and the ability
functions just like the Magic Circle spells.  The Voidist picks up additional uses of the Magic
Circle ability at levels 3 and 5.

Dispelling (Sp): At 2nd level, the Voidist absorbs arcane texts which give them the
knowledge and power to perform a Dispel Magic without actually knowing the spell.  This
ability functions just as Dispel Magic except that it is cast as a sorcerer of the same total
levels of the Voidist. The Voidist can perform this magic only as a counter spell to stop an
evil wizard or sorcerer from calling in reinforcements and a successful Spell Craft check is
required for the Voidist to recognize his enemy’s magical intentions.  This can be used a
number per day equal to 2 + Con modifier.

Steal Summoning (Su): At 3rd level, the Voidist can attempt to steal control of any
summoned creature which appears in his area (30 ft. circular radius centered on the
Voidist).  Similar to the cleric’s control undead ability, the Voidist must exceed the
summoned creature’s hit dice on a 1d20 + Cha modifier in order to transfer the summoning
spell from the original caster, to himself.  The Voidist can then choose to send the creatures
back to whence they came by canceling the spell or they can use them to attack the original
caster. This ability can be used only once per day per five total levels that the Voidist has
achieved in all his classes.

Greater Magic Circle (Sp): At 4th level, this ability merely upgrades the Voidist’s Magic



Binder of the Planes

Circle ability granted at 1st level.  The ability now provides a +4 deflection bonus to AC and a
+4 circumstance bonus to saving throws.  In addition, outsiders, elementals or other
summoned creatures that’s alignment makes them affected by the spell must roll a will save
at DC = 10 + half of Voidist’s total levels + Cha modifier or flee the Voidist upon touching
the Magic Circle effect.

Greater Dispel (Sp): At 5th level, the Voidist absorbs even more powerful arcane texts
which give them the knowledge and power to perform a Greater Dispel without actually
knowing it.  This ability functions just as Greater Dispel except that it is cast as a sorcerer of
the same total levels of the Voidist. The Voidist can perform this magic only as a counter
spell to stop an evil wizard or sorcerer from calling in reinforcements and a successful Spell
Craft check is required for the Voidist to recognize his enemy’s magical intentions.  This can
be used a number per day equal to 2 + Con modifier.

The Voidist Hit Dice: d4

Level Att Bonus Fort Ref Will Special

1 +0 +0 +0 +1 Magic Circle 1

2 +0 +0 +0 +2 Dispelling

3 +1 +1 +1 +3 Magic Circle 2, Steal Summoning

4 +1 +1 +1 +4 Greater Magic Circle

5 +2 +2 +2 +5 Magic Circle 3, Greater Dispel



The Binder of the Planes (NPC Prestige Class by Sladethesniper)

“Why should a pragmatic and penny-pinching wizard ever pay for his helpers and minions? 
Just summon them to your beck and call whenever you need them!  It’s cheaper and you
don’t have to train them!”

This conjurer has the power to summon a group of intelligent minions to undertake
hazardous missions on your behalf.  The power to raise an instant human shield to protect
you, or to find the exact tool of your enemy’s destruction.  The power to pluck your target
from anywhere, anytime and summon them to you.  This is the power that a Binder of the
Planes seeks.

Wizards of many traditions make use of rituals and spells that summon animals, monsters
and planar creatures to make use of them as familiars, allies or disposable autonomous
minions.  These spells and rituals are well known and are often contained within the tomes
of many powerful sages and beings.  There are other spells and rituals, however, that are
much more potent and infinitely more useful.  Individuals who learn these spells are usually
forced to observe the workings of planar beings in order to understand the proper
methodologies and theory behind summoning autonomous sentient beings for their own
use.

The reason behind the lack of knowledge among mortal spellcasters is that this is the magic
of deities and this is the tool that they use to summon their champions across the planes,
and thus is jealously guarded and not taught at any magical college or chantry.  The Red
Wizards of Thay have begun conducting experiments in this specialization and are at
present the only mortal organization that is even remotely capable of teaching this brand of
Summoning magic, although they would most likely be loathe to do so, for obvious reasons.

Planar creatures who are able to gain class levels are the most common practitioners of this
art, although they are rare in the planes as well, and as such are considered to be a very
valuable addition to any court or planar kingdom.

Requirements

Diplomacy: 10 ranks
Intimidate: 10 ranks
Sense Motive: 10 ranks
Gather Information: 10 ranks
Enhance Summoning
Spells: Ability to cast arcane spells

Class Skills
The Binder of the Planes’ class skills (and the key ability for each) are Bluff (Cha),
Concentration (Con), Diplomacy (Cha), Innuendo (Wis), Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (Int),
Scry (Int), Sense Motive (Wis) and Spellcraft (Int)

Skill Points at each level: 2 + Int modifier

Hit Dice: 1d4



Class Features

Weapons and Armor Proficiencies: A Binder of the Planes gains no additional proficiency
in any weapon or armor.

Summon Champion: Once per day the Binder may summon intelligent creatures to them,
regardless of the plane or location.  This ability takes a full round action.  The next round,
on the Binder’s initiative, the summoned creatures appear anywhere within the Binder’s line
of sight.  They are not bound, under any compulsion or Geas to the Binder.  The ability
merely serves to conjure the desired Champions, it is the Binder’s responsibility to convince,
cajole, dominate or force the summoned Champions to do his bidding.  It is for this reason
that Binders have come to possess a well deserved reputation for ruthless “negotiations”.

The maximum amount of levels that can be summoned equals the total caster levels of the
Binder multiplied by the Summon Champion ability.  The Binder of the Planes has two
options, one of which must be determined when this prestige class is chosen.  The first is to
randomly summon creatures as the Binder determines by race, class and levels OR to
always summon the same group of creatures each time the ability is used.

The first option allows the binder to randomly summon any sentient beings possessing a
class, regardless of the plane or the location, up to the amount allowed by his Summon
Champion ability.  In effect this would mean that a Binder with Summon Champion 4 and
16 spellcaster levels (including this prestige class) could summon (4 x 16) 64 levels of
creatures in any combination of race, alignment, class or levels.  The Effective Class Level
(ECL) counts towards the number of levels able to be summoned.  Thus, the 64 levels could
be broken down as one 13th level human wizard, a 5th level Ogre Mage (which counts as 14
levels due to the =9 ECL of the Ogre Mage), a 10th level elven cleric, a 18th level half-orc
fighter with 2 levels of the Initiate of the Bow prestige class (counts as 20 levels), and a 7th

level dwarven bard. This equals 64 levels (13+14+10+20+7).  This option is very powerful
and with creative use Scry, Greater Scry and Discern Location, you can effectively tailor
your summoned group to suit any need. 

The second option is to gain a permanent group of creatures of a particular level limit for
each Summon Champion ability level that the Binder possesses.  This would mean that a 1st

level Binder with 12 spellcaster levels (including this prestige class) could choose any
combination of levels equal to 12 in whatever variation of race, alignment, class, or levels
that the Binder chooses.  Therefore, the Binder chooses to have a 6th level human cleric, a
4th level elven rogue, and a 2nd level dwarven barbarian.  From that point on, whenever the
Binder uses the Summon Champion 1 ability, this same group of creatures will always
appear.  It must be noted that if any of the creatures in this permanent group die, they will
still appear.  If they were converted into a ghost or skeleton, they will appear as such.  If
they are simply dead, half rotten flesh, they will appear in that form as well.  Also, it must
be noted that as this group of creatures rise in level or ability, they will remain in the
Summon Champion 1 slot.  When the Binder gains another level in this prestige class and
gains Summon Champion 2, the Binder can form another group, this one composed of (2 x
13) 26 levels.  The Binder can now summon either his first group or his second depending
on his whim

At Summon Champion 3 the Binder will gain a third group of up to (3 x 14) 42 levels.  It
must be stressed that this ability can only be used once per day, regardless of the number
of groups of Champions the Binder may possess or how many levels they actually summon. 
You cannot save levels of Summon Champion for use later on in the day.



Binder of the Planes Hit Dice: d4

Level Att Bonus Fort Ref Will Special

1 +0 +0 +0 +1 Summon Champion 1

2 +0 +0 +0 +2 Summon Champion 2

3 +1 +1 +1 +3 Summon Champion 3

4 +1 +1 +1 +4 Summon Champion 4

5 +2 +2 +2 +5 Summon Champion 5

It must be stressed that this class might be considered overpowered and, therefore, is
unsuitable for PC use.  It is intended for use by GM’s who can use this class to basically
have a group of PC’s become thralls and slaves to a powerful mage or planar entity who is
an NPC character.

A GM may use the Binder either as a benevolent mage who summons the PC’s to be his
guardians and champion and thus get them in lots or trouble, or the Binder can merely
randomly pick some high level creatures and drop them in the middle of a battle.  It has
been known that in the Blood Wars Binder mercenaries have been known to summon
upwards of 60 levels of lawful good paladins into the midst of their enemy’s formations as
they are arrayed for combat.  Total chaos within their enemy’s ranks will then ensure.

This is also an excellent chance for PC’s to roleplay in the far weaker position and to let
them know just how a summoned weasel feels about attacking those ogres.

Remember that any Binder worth his salt will summon the PC’s into a summoning circle and
it will be surrounded by prismatic wall or wall of force and most likely have several
assistants with violent tendencies handy to deal with those summoned creatures who may
initially not be amenable to the Binder’s future plans for them.

                                                                                                                             



Elemental Conjurers - Specializing on a Specialty
By: Mike Chapin

When one thinks of conjurers, one generally thinks of mages who summon monsters. The
school of Conjuration is a lot broader than that, however. Conjuration is literally the
summoning of anything, be it living, nonliving, or energy, for use by the caster. The various
monster summoning spells are the most obvious manifestation of this definition, as well as
summon elemental. According to the PHB, Conjuration/Summoning spells enable "the caster
to... channel extraplanar energies through himself," i.e. elemental energy. 

Unlike elemental mages, Elemental Conjurers deal mainly with conjuration spells. Hence,
you won't see a conjurer throwing around fireballs or lightning bolts (despite fireball being
an elemental spell, it's still Evocation, and thus proscribed). They do gain bonuses from
using Conjuration spells related to their element, however (as explained below). Monster
summoning spells work normally for Elemental Conjurers, but they gain special benefits
when casting Conjure Elemental-Kin and Conjure Elemental - creatures summoned using
these spells are more powerful than the normal (minimum 4 hp/die) and can be controlled
at an additional 10 yards per level of the caster. In addition, at 10th level Elemental
Conjurers can control an elemental without concentrating, though there is still a 5% chance
of losing control, but at 15th level, there is no chance of losing control. 

Elemental Conjurers also gain bonuses, as specialty mages, from using spells related to
their chosen element. Since they are effectively channeling pure Elemental force, they have
a greater affinity for the energy and a greater ability to control and manipulate said energy.
Hence, all saves against Elemental Conjuration magic are at -2, while an Elemental Conjurer
gains +2 on save vs the same kinds of spells in their element, and +1 vs other
Conjuration/Summoning spells. They gain +15% when learning new Elemental Conjuration
spells, and +5% for other Conjuration/Summoning spells, and their extra spell/level must
be an Elemental Conjuration spell. However, they gain no bonus against spells from their
opposition element, and while they may learn said spells, they gain no bonus, either to
learning or using them. As with other specialists, Elemental Conjurers may research new
spells from their school as if they were one level lower. 

At level 12, the Elemental Conjurer can summon and control large amounts of pure
Elemental force. This means that, given a large amount of the given element nearby (air, a
large bonfire, earth, or at least a small pond of water), the Elemental Conjurer can summon
and shape the element into any form he desires. For instance, a mage could make a huge
arm made of earth erupt from the ground to grab and hold an opponent, or cause a large
wave to wash away a bridge over a river. If at any time he ever loses control (is overborne,
distracted, knocked unconscious, etc), the element in question will reside back to its former
form (the earth arm will sink back into the ground, a tornado of air will dissipate, a fire lion
will return to the bonfire from whence it came). Summoning and controlling pure elemental
force like this is very exhausting - while there is no set duration, like spells that mimic these
effects, the caster cannot do it forever. A good rule of thumb is to say one round per level,
and every round thereafter the mage must make a CON check (to simulate his struggle with
the elemental forces) to maintain control. Any round in which the mage takes damage, he
must make an INT check or lose his concentration, and hence his control. In addition, the
mage must rest after such taxing summoning - he cannot cast spells of any type for a
number of rounds equal to the time he spent controlling the elemental force. 

For purposes of combat, the elemental construct can only be damaged by +1 or better
weapons, since it is pure Elemental force, and is immune to most spells (see below). It has



hit points equal to the caster's, and HD equal to the caster's level. Saving throws and
damage are as appropriate to the type of element (magical fire, crushing blow, etc). In
addition, Air constructs are immune to missile weapons and Earth constructs take half
damage from edge/piercing weapons. It cannot be dispelled, though an anti-magic shell or
something similar will cause it to subside. Large amounts of water (i.e. a rainstorm or ice
storm spell) will destroy a Fire construct if it fails a save vs spells. If the Fire construct is
quenched, the fire it came from will go out, and if there is not another source of Fire
nearby, the mage cannot summon forth another construct. A fireball, flame strike, or other
similar flame spell will destroy a Water construct, provided it fails its save. If a construct is
destroyed, by whatever means, the conjurer must make an immediate System Shock roll or
be knocked unconscious by the backlash of power. Note that this does not apply if the
conjurer loses control of the construct. 

Damage from the various forms can vary widely according to the forms they take, but a
good rule of thumb is 3d10 damage, plus special attacks: Air constructs (which usually take
the form of a whirlwind) can sweep Small opponents off their feet, if the target fails a
Strength check; Earth constructs do 2 points of structural damage per round to buildings
and fortifications; Fire constructs, obviously, set things alight (save vs Magical Fire); Water
constructs can engulf and drown opponents on dry land or in water (the construct makes a
special "to hit" roll to engulf a target; if it succeeds, the target takes 1d4 points of damage
per round from being battered around; normal rules for drowning apply. Water constructs
can also swamp small boats, and do 1 point of structural damage per round.
 
Powerball (Evocation)
(Air, Earth, Fire, Water)(Force)

Level: 2 Components: V, S,
MRange: 20 yds/level

CT: 2 Duration: Inst.
Save: 1/2 Area: see below

In casting a powerball, the mage summons a small amount of an element (air, electricity,
earth, fire, ice) to form a sphere in the palm of his hand (about a foot in diameter). This
sphere can then be flung, with an underhand motion, to a distance of 20 yards per caster
level ("to hit" roll needed). The balls do damage as follows:

Air (force): 1d6;
Electricity: 1d6;
Fire - 1d4 + special;
Ice - 1d4 + special;
Stone - 2d4.

A force powerball does 1d6 damage and can stun a creature or character of size M or
smaller on a roll of 19-20, for 1d6 rounds. 
The fire powerball ignites combustibles it touches. The ball itself goes out after it strikes,
but any fires started by it burn normally (i.e., until the material is comsumed, or the fire is
put out).
An ice powerball explodes on impact, spraying shards of ice and cold energy in a 10'
radius; all within must save vs breath or take 2d4 damage. Those immune to cold and those
who save take half damage.
Stone powerballs can be used to batter down doors and the like; a single ball will crack
light (up to 1") wood or a half-inch of stone, while two will shatter a thick (2"+) door.



Infernal Creations
By Jason Lehman

Malikye completed the arcane circle of protection around the altar of sacrifice. Bound and
prone across the divine icon was the virginal daughter of King Asragriff, the focus for the
summoning. The princess wept as Malikye approached bearing a dagger forged of cold
wrought iron, and heavily engraved with arcane glyphs. She wept and pleaded for mercy,
but her cries only heightened the sensation of the task at hand. She was a proper sacrifice,
proper offering for a minion Malikye wished to bring forth from the Infernal Realms.

“Lords of the Abyss, I beseech thee, I summon forth the incarnation of chaos, the
incarnation of power… accept my sacrifice, hear my call, and send forth your servant, send
forth… Succubi”. Without hesitation, Malikye drove the dagger deep into the heart of the
princess, her screams cut short as the blade pierced her most vital of organs. He released
the dagger from his grasp, leaving it imbedded into the heart of the dead woman, and
stepped out of the circle of protection. The gem in the pommel of the dagger began to glow.
With a wisp of sulfur, and a cry of torment, the seemingly lifeless princess suddenly
stirred… breaking the bonds of her left hand, breaking them as if they were mere wax,
breaking them so she may reach for the dagger, and pull it from her heart.

Without much effort, she broke the remaining bonds. Malikye took note how such a
physically weak being (physically weak as demons go), could break steel chains so
effortlessly. He must research that further if he ever planned of calling forth a much
stronger demon. The succubus rose, keeping the general form of the princess, with the
exception of the vestigial horns protruding from her forehead, the white glowing eyes, and
the non-too subtle bat wings which spread out from her delicate back. She rose and
charged Malikye… promptly being set back on her shapely backside as she hit the invisible
wall of force, the edge of the circle of protection. The fires of rage calmly dispelled from her
eyes, and with a voice dripping with seduction, a voice normally reserved the fairest of
maidens spoke, “what is it you seek, notable wizard of obvious skill”?

“Spare me your venom, vile seductress, I shall not be seduced by the pleasures of the flesh.
I seek power; I seek to bask in glory. Accept my task, and you shall have all the souls you
can seduce into your abyssal grasps”. With a purr of delight, she contemplated the
possibilities, “then speak your terms mortal, then I shall speak mine”.

Malikye smiled a grin most evil…

Conjurers command some of the most powerful magic known in the Art. They can conjure
up devastating power to smite foes, or they can summon forth-fell beasts and foul demons
to do there bidding. But in most cases, the summoning of allies is a time involving task, and
cannot be performed under times of duress. To compensate this vulnerability, many
conjurers have researched magical devises that will enable the summoner to call forth
minions in a moments notice.

In the art of summoning, no pinnacle is greater than the task of summoning a powerful
fiend from the lower planes. Fiends are easily bribed and are more than willing to be free
upon the prime material world to reek evil and destruction upon mortals. Therefore, there
are many items created to summon or manipulate the raw power of these fiends.



Dagger of Summons

This omnipotent item is not a mere melee weapon, but a magical focus in which a conjuror
or death priest may summon forth a fiend from the lower planes. It is used to sacrifice a
victim, in turn allowing the fiendish spirit to possess the corpse and come forth into the
material plane. The dagger is made from metal, the type depending on which race of fiend
is called. Tanar’ri require that the dagger be forged of cold wrought iron. Baatezu and
Yugoloths require that the dagger be forged of silver. Regardless of the metal used, all
types are studded with a large black sapphire in the pommel. Etched upon the blade are
arcane runes of death, soul entrapment, and outsider summoning. These daggers are
extremely evil, and their use constitutes an evil act. 

While one could believe these daggers to be quite rare, due to the high-powered
prerequisites, this is not the case. The great fiend spell casters, the mighty Arcanaloths, are
known to create these daggers frequently.  They then freely give them to fledgling cultists.
Of course when dealing with a Yugoloth, freely is a loose term. A bardic tale of yore
suggests an ancient Arcanaloth, who frequently travels the prime in the guise of an old
peddler of arcane curiosities. P.C.’s could possibly encounter one of these daggers without
the knowledge of its function, inadvertently summoning a powerful fiend. In this case, the
peddler suggests to the P.C.’s that they are indeed buying a dagger that will slay an evil
cleric, or foul assassin, depending of the plight and need of the P.C.’s. Regardless, the
peddler will give an impression that the dagger will greatly help them defeat whatever foe
they wish to conquer. 

Powers: When a mortal being is stabbed with one of these infernal devices, and horrid
chain of events take place. First, the victim is subjected to a Finger of Death spell, requiring
an immediate Fortitude check. If failed they die, if successful, they take 3d6 + 17 points of
damage. If they die as a result of damage loss, or a failed Fortitude check, the victim must
make a Will check or have their soul drawn and trapped within the black sapphire. Both the
initial Fortitude check and proceeding Will check are both made with DC rating of 30.

If these two sequences are met, then the following chain of events takes place. First a great
fiend is summoned via possession of the soulless corpse, which becomes evident by a
sinister glow within the black sapphire set in the dagger’s pommel. It is then subjected to
an instant geas to serve the owner of the dagger. Each sequence from the initial stab to
possession, takes one action each. On the action following the possession, the fiend
metamorphoses into its natural form. The action following the metamorphous, it acts on
behalf of the summoner. After the required task is completed, the fiend is free to return to
its own plane, taking the trapped soul as payment for services rendered.

Caster level: 17th; Market price: 75,000 gp; Cost to Create: 37,500 gp + 2500 XP.
Arcane Caster Prerequisites: School Specialization: Conjuration; Craft Magical Arms and
Armor; Finger of Death, Geas, Greater Planar Binding, Soul Bind.
Divine Caster Prerequisites: Death Domain; Craft Magical Arms and Armor; Finger of
Death, Greater Planar Ally, Quest, Soul Bind.
Special materials: Flawless black sapphire.

Shrunken Heads

These macabre items are created from the severed heads of ghouls. After the head has
been decapitated from the corpse of the ghoul, special preparations are imbued upon the
disembodied head. First the brain cavity is cleared of all debris. Then a small sack



containing a candle is stuffed into the brain cavity. The orifices of the neck, eyes, and
mouth are then sown shut with cords made of human sinew. The head is then soaked in an
alchemical solution that causes it to shrink into the size of a man’s fist. The final preparation
contains the branding of an arcane glyph upon the forehead of the shrunken head.

Powers: When the head is forcefully thrown, the stitches that seal the orifices break,
causing the summoning magic contained within to take effect. First, then impact causes the
head to burst open, releasing a Stinking Cloud spell effect cast at the same level of the
creator. Secondly, the released conjuration magic summons a lower planar creature known
as a Vargouille. The number of summoned creatures depends on the level of the caster, and
the level of the Summon Monster spell used in the initial creation of the Shrunken Head.

Caster level: 7th +; Market price: 5,000 gp; Cost to Create: 2,500 gp + 250 XP.
Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous Item, Stinking Cloud, Summon Monster IV- IX.
Special materials: Ghoul head, human sinew cured and preserved, cursed candle.

Wand Of Manes

These wands are crafted from the bones of arcane beings, bound together with sinew and
ligaments. Layered within this mass of gore, are many jet stones imbued with a bound
Manes. These infernal devices radiate a strong aura of both chaos, and evil. The jet stones
act as charges for the wand, and contain 5d6 such stones. As long as one charge remains,
the possessor of the wand may use Lesser Planar Binding spells to summon and bind more
manes. The gem that contains a bound Manes is then worked back into the wand with a
continual application of additional sinew.

Powers: When a charge is expelled with these wands, a demonic spirit is dismissed back to
the lower planes. This causes the remaining physical manifestation of the manes to be
expelled from a jet stone with such force; it can be used as an offensive attack. This
compact mass of demonic remains is ejected with the same range as a light crossbow. An
attack roll must be made by the caster, with the same modifications as if they where firing
a crossbow. A successful attack does 3d6 points of damage. After impact, the remains of
the manes immediately dissipate into an acidic vapor witch causes 2d6 points of damage to
all creatures with a 10 ft. radius of the point of impact. A successful Fortitude check (DC 12)
reduces this acidic damage by half.

Caster level: 9th; Market price: 5,000 gp; Cost to Create: 2,500 gp + 250 XP.
Prerequisites: Craft Wand, Dismissal, Lesser Planar Binding.
Special materials: Bones, ligaments, and sinew from an arcane being; jet stones.

While these fell items above serve as a fine example of the nefarious creations a conjuror
could enchant, none is fouler than magical devices made from a living extension of a fiend.
Fiends are not biological creatures in the same sense as a typical mortal. Rather they are
more akin to incarnations of the plane in which they originate. Therefore, a fiend is able to
expend an organ, or extremity in which a magician could use to create magical items of
infernal power and origin. Since the fiend is an incarnation of the lower planes, they are still
able to function as if they are whole, and never expelled a piece of their body for
enchantment. 

Bargaining with a fiend, with the intention of gaining a piece of its body is slightly more
easier than compelling it to act on the summoner's behalf. The fiend is in a win-win
situation. They are able to continue to dwell in their infernal lair, while having a fraction of
its evil essence on the prime material plane, causing havoc and destruction, thus gaining in



power with minimal efforts. Of all the types of bargaining one could engage with a fiend,
this type of request can be compensated with magical or mundane monetary payment. The
following items are an example of the arcane creations one could make with a piece of a
fiend’s anatomy.

Spine Darts

These enchanted darts are made from spikes acquired from a lesser devil, the Spinagon.
The creator uses conjuration magic to summon the Spinagon from Baator, and then
bargains with the creature to give forth a number of the spikes, which cover its body. The
spikes are then used to fashion the darts. Such a bargain yields 20 spikes. The shafts of the
darts are usually made from ebony, and the fletching must be made from the feathers of a
fiendish hawk.

Powers: These enchanted darts are +1 to hit and damage. After impact upon a target, the
head of the dart explodes for additional 1d4 points of fire damage.

Caster level: 5th; Market price: 100 gp; Cost to Create: 50 gp + 10 XP.
Prerequisites: Craft Magical Arms and Armor, Magic Weapon.
Special materials: Spinagon spikes, feathers from a fiendish hawk.

Devil Feather Token

These enchanted black feather tokens originate from the deep pits of Baator. The Erinyes is
a foul seducer of mortals, and demon cultists seek to use their unearthly charms to obtain
loyal thralls. The process begins with the calling of the erinyes. The summoner then
bargains with the Erinyes to give forth one of her feathers. The summoner must also
bargain for lock of the erinyes fair hair to used to bind the quill of the feather. To use these
items, the creator must bind the feather token into a strand of their own hair, thus creating
a braid ending with the feather token. The magic can be use to charm a thrall into utter
servitude to the creator. Once a thrall has been charmed, the magic holds that thrall only. If
by some means, the thrall breaks the charm, then the magical feather token is spent.

Powers: Once wearing the feather token, the wielder must simply look at a being within
60ft., and will them into becoming a charmed thrall. The target creature must succeed a
Will save (DC 18) or they become utterly loyal the wielder of the feather token. This charm
is so powerful, that the thrall will risk life and limb to protect the wielder, even as far as
killing loved ones or allies. This ability is otherwise identical to a Charm Person spell, cast by
an 8th level sorcerer. 

Caster level: 3rd; Market price: 5,000 gp; Cost to Create: 2,500 gp + 250 XP.
Prerequisites: Charisma 15+, Craft Wondrous Item, Charm Person.
Special materials: Feather and hair from an Erinyes.

Demon Feather Token
These Abyssal items originate from a black and gray mottled feather of the lower forms of
the True Tanar’ri, the Vrock. The Vrocks are potent shock troops in the Blood War. Their
ability to quickly strike at foes is no less than astounding. While arcane spell casters have
no use for items that enhance ones fighting skills, as they tend to disdain melee, they
however are known to create such items for loyal bodyguards. The creator must summon a
Vrock from the infinite plains of the Abyss, then bargain for one of the Vrock's feathers. The
quills of the Vrock are cruelly barbed, so it causes mild discomfort for them to dislodge one.
As a result, they tend to be greedy when it comes to the bargaining.



Powers: These magical feathers enable a being to fight with quickness of arm. To invoke
this ability, the wielder must embed the barbed quill into the flesh of the limb they wish to
augment. This ability is not without its price. Each minute the wielder uses the feather
token, it cause 1d2 points of damage. The limb in which the feather token is worn, receives
a +4 bonus on initiative, when attacking with that limb only. This effect is much like the
feat Improved Initiative, with the exception that it only pertains to attacking with the limb
in question. If the wielder already possesses the Improved Initiative feat, then the bonus
from imbuing the feather token stacks with the original bonus.

Caster level: 5th; Market price: 5,000 gp; Cost to Create: 2,500 gp + 250 XP.
Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous Item, Haste.
Special materials: Feather from a Vrock

The Lesser Globe of Shadow Avatars  by: Bill Punyko

Dugil Curudae, a relatively unknown shadow mage, described in a journal his efforts to
break the barrier that limits the manipulation of the creatures of the negative plane.

The last chapter of his journal illustrates a small glass ball, made of several plates of
obsidian welded together with a silver solder made from 5 holy symbols of clerics killed by
Dugil. Each plate of obsidian is etched with runes of light, darkness, and command. 

Upon encountering a Shadow, the Globe can be activated to attempt to perform Command
Undead on the Shadow at the level of the user of the Globe. Once Command is established,
the user can invoke the power of the Globe to possess the spirit of the Shadow. The
Shadow is allowed a Will save vs. the Globe at a DC of 17.  If the Shadow makes it's save it
is free to flee or attack the user. Failing however, will result in the Shadow being drawn into
the Globe making it subject to the Globe's most useful purpose. 

With a Shadow inside the Globe, the user may invoke its most intriguing function. The user
of the Globe may cause an Avatar of their own image in the form of the Shadow in a similar
to the Projected Image spell, except this Projection has all the abilities of a Shadow. 

Like Projected Image, the Shadow Avatar can see, hear, and speak as the user of the
Globe. In addition, the user may cast even ranged spells through this Avatar. The Avatar
can fight as a Shadow, however, any being killed by the Shadow will become a free-willed
Shadow not under the control of the Avatar Shadow or the user of the Globe. The User may
revert between their body and the Avatar once per round as a free action.

Powers: Command Undead-Shadows, Shadow Avatar, Undead immunities/penalties-in
Avatar form only.

Limitations:  The DC of 17 is rather low for the Shadow to resist being drawn into the
Globe. The DC could be bumped up using the Heighten Spell Feat, but Dugil's first attempts
did not take that into account, although later attempts did.

The user of the Globe is subject to all penalties that a Shadow would suffer should they
have their mind with the Avatar.

Unlike Projected Image, a line of vision is not required to maintain contact with the Avatar,
nor is there a range limitation, although control would be broken if the user experiences
teleport, dimension door or plane shift. Good aligned characters suffer 1d6 loss of strength
while handling the Globe.



The user of the Globe is subject to damage sustained by the shadow and would lose control
if the Avatar is Turned/Rebuked by a cleric. If the User's body is killed while their mind is
with the Avatar the Shadow is released, takes back its form and the user becomes a
Shadow slave of the original Shadow.

Creation Process:
Globe must be Masterwork piece of obsidian glass with above described components.
Feat: Craft Wondrous Item, Heighten Spell (optional)
Spells: Projected Image, Limited Wish- Language must be precise for Limited Wish and not
found in this journal, although the journal makes reference to a number of other dark books
where the information may be found.
Market Value: 100,000gp 
XP to create: 4,000 

Footnote:
Dugil Curudae was ruthless in his pursuit of his creations and many apprentice paid the
ultimate price for their tutelage. When Dugil sought to create a Greater Globe of Shadow
Avatars, he would not let his  servants assist thinking they would attempt to use the item to
their advantage against him. But his pride was his downfall. He attempted to wrest the
powers of a Nightshade Walker using a prototype of the Greater Globe. It merely crushed
the Globe and then destroyed Dugil.



Magnified: Demons
By: Nels Anderson

Combat can be one of the most exciting parts of the game.  There are few events more
intense or enjoyable than an epic battle of good vs. evil, pitting the heroes against some

abominable monstrosity that is plaguing their world.  However, if done improperly, combat
becomes a rather boring diversion of dice rolling and simple math.  Monsters are more that
Hit Dice, an Attack Bonus and an AC, and the phrase ‘he charges you’ can get very old, very

fast.  What I will attempt to do each issue is give you, the GM, a greater insight into the
combat methods and tactics of your favorite PC-bashing monsters.  With my help, you will

be able to make your encounters more diverse and interesting and really make the PCs
work for those Experience Points.  Enjoy!  

-Feebles

Many spellcasters, both arcane and divine, love to summon creatures to fight for them.  Not
only does it place the summoner well out of danger, but the summon creature is often much
dangerous in the fight than the summoner is.  Conjurers especially love to big, nasty
monsters from other realms of existence to help sort out their problems.  There is a nearly
countless variety of creatures that are summoned by magic-users, from humble animals to
gigantic beings composed of living fire.  

Some of the most fearsome creatures that are conjured by mortals are demons.  It is a very
dangerous endeavor to be sure and many summoners don’t live through the conjuration
ritual, but those that are experienced and knowledgeable enough to do so will have one of
the most powerful beings in creation at his beck and call.  With spells like Planar Ally, Planar
Binding, even higher level Summon Monster spells, a conjurer can summon a creature that
is very large for the PCs to defeat.  

However if the summoned monster performs like a automaton and doesn’t fight the best of
its ability, it won’t provide as much of a challenge as it could have.  Since Tanar’ri are the
most common type of demon and they are summoned almost exclusively by conjurers, we
shall focus on them.  

Here is this issue’s Magnified, to really make your players fear conjurers, or more
appropriately, the conjured.

· Think Before You Strike- Demons are ferocious and well equipped for melee combat. 
But a well prepared party of heroes working together can quite often deal with a
demon that just wades into melee without suffering too much hurt.  Almost all
demons are loaded with spell-like abilities and they should use them as much as
possible.  A well equipped fighter or paladin can easily had a demon with a CR equal
to their level melee combat, the demons know this.  This is not to say that most
demons don’t love and relish hand-to-hand combat because most do.  They often
use their spell-like abilities to soften up a party before tearing them to pieces with
their arms or claws or teeth.

· Divide and Conquer- Demons should know that a coordinated party using the best of
their many abilities can be very dangerous.  But one on one, or even paired, the
heroes aren’t nearly as much of a threat.  Demons should use their darkness, fear
and confusion type of spell-like abilities to separate the party and wear them down
without the support of their fellows.



· Use Those Resistances- All demons and immune to poison and electricity and very
resistant to cold, fire and acid.  And since it is quite often the nature of summon
creatures to bring to fight to someone, demons should choose their battlefields to
reflect their immunities and resistances.  Attacking the heroes in a cavern filled with
poisonous gas or in a magical area that is electrified is a great way to damage the
heroes without actively doing anything.  Even though they are not immune to fire,
acid and cold, a resistance of 20 is nothing to sneeze at.  Cornering the heroes in a
burning building or in a freezing blizzard can also give the demon a great advantage. 
Most demons are so determined to kill their prey that they will even grab a target
and hurl themselves and their opponents into a magical trap, a mundane trip or
other dangerous environment, trusting their resistances, damage resistance and
hardiness to save them.

· Keep Moving- Most demons have the ability to teleport without error at will.  This is a
tremendous advantage over those who are limited by natural mobility.  A demon can
bounce from a melee to a elevated location and rain down deadly spell-like abilities
before the heroes have time to react.  And even if a crafty wizard, sorcerer or cleric
managed to pin down the demon with a dimensional anchor spell, most demons can
still fly with just natural endowments.  Demons know they must keep moving to win
a fight against those who aren’t as mobile as they are.

· Get The Magic Users- Spellcasters of all types, but especially sorcerers, wizards and
above all clerics, can end an encounter with a demon with just one well placed
dismissal, dispel evil or holy word spell.  Being outsiders, demons have quite a few
advantages, but a few drawbacks as well.  They are immune to many mortal spells,
simply due to their nature, but a magic circle against evil can really limit a demon’s
combat capabilities.  Demons quite often focus their attacks against magic users
until they have been neutralized or until a greater threat presents itself.

                     
                     
                     
                  

 



Venomous Vats
by: Ralts Bloodthorn  

I observed my new slaves drug before me from the ruins of the city my armies had
ravaged.  His head clasped in an iron mask, and his fingers bound together, a conjurer was
drug before me, his feet kicked out from under him, and he crashed to his knees.

Good, another mage to perform experiments in the arcane secrets that fuel my armies.

“Take him down and have him persuaded to join our ranks.” I ordered, and watched him
being drug away.  The experiments I desired had killed the last batch of captured
conjurer’s, it was my hope that my newest arcane slave would crack the secret.

Experimentation fuels the advancement of arcane knowledge, and it is this advancement
that fuels the burning desires of those who dabble in the arcane to push the limits of their
powers, exploring frontiers given up as lost, pushing spells to the maximum, devising new
uses for old arcane knowledge, and unearthing the secrets of the ancients to glean any
nugget of wisdom from their experiments.    The conjurer is no different.

Many, not privy to the secrets of the art of conjuration, consider it a way to just summon up
some helpers, disposable or temporary lackeys, or a way to acquire a common object that
they lack.  While that is one of the uses of conjuration, there is much more that can be
done with it, providing one has the determination to research and then utilize the gathered
knowledge.

Conjuring is an art form, and as such, some secrets are only known to those who follow the
school with the sacrifice it demands.  Those mages know that summoning spells may be
modified through willpower and subtle twisting of the common spells, empowering their
summoned creatures with far more than the simple powers other know of.  These creatures
will have attack or defense abilities uncommon to the rest of their race, and because of
such, may provide the creature, and thus, the conjurer an edge during battle.

By the use of certain feats, summoning spells can be altered to give the creature certain
powers far beyond the norm.  Should a conjurer replace the normal energy involved in
summoning with, for example, shadow or negative energy, a shadow creature may be
summoned instead of a celestial or infernal creature.  Fire mixed in may wrap the creature
in a shroud of flame that acts like Fire Shield, protecting the creature.  Poison mixed in may
give the creature immunity to venom or a venomous attack form.

Objects summoned while having been mixed with energy have additional characteristics
added to them.  For example, a conjured sword blade with electricity mixed in will act as if
it had the power of Shock for one round per level of the Conjurer.

None but the most dedicated to Conjuring creatures have been able to master the tricks of
conjuring an item that has had other types of energy mixed into it.  Many specialists of the
arcane schools consider the ability to mix other types of energy into a summoned creature
nothing more than a myth, or a lie.



Augment Creature (metamagic)

By the use of this feat, the Conjurer may add
abilities and powers to summoned monsters.

Requirements: Any other metamagic feat,
Summon Individual Monsters variant (page 96 of
Core Rulebook II)

Benefits: Metamagic feats such as Energy
Admixture, Energy Substitution, Chain Spell, and
other feats may be used to modify the monster(s)
summoned.  See Table below for examples of
common benefits or changes.

Normal:  The summoned creature is completely
normal in all respects to being summoned.

Special:  Spells memorized with this feat are
considered one level higher than normal.

Examples:

Energy Substitution:  When Shadow energy is
substituted, the Shadow template is added instead
of the infernal/celestial template.  When other
energy is substituted then the summoned being
becomes immune to that form of energy, or, can
have the elemental template added to it instead of
infernal/celestial.

Energy Admixture:  When another type of energy
is added in, the summoned creature gains a spell-
like ability related to the energy.  For example,
should fire be mixed in, the creature may gain the
ability to cast burning hands, or perhaps become
wreathed in a Fire Shield-like effect.
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The Whipping Chamber
by: Lykere Bloodthorn

Female Gamers

"You mean there are actually girls playing
this?"

While I hear this quite often, it is getting
less and less.  There are mothers, wives,
sisters, cousins, friends, girlfriends, school
mates...... 

ok this is getting long, but you get the
point.  In what seems to be a male
dominated world, women are coming in
and showing a whole different side to it.  

Women can bring an interesting view point
to a game.  While we tell guys, and
ourselves, that we are the same, there are
quite a few differences to us.  One is our
imaginations and our thought patterns.
When a woman views something like a
rose, she might point out the beauty,
sadness, and love that a rose represents. 
In the same instance, a man might
expound on the time and energy that it
took to grow that rose.  Neither of them
are wrong, they just have different views
of the same thing.  

This is what you should bring to the game:
a fresh approach and an interesting point
of view.  There is nothing more irritating to
me, or a lot of other gamers, when a
female gamer comes into the group and
she acts just like the males or a carbon
copy of every female stereotype.  You are
a female, you should act like one!  This
doesn't mean complain when your nails
get dirty.  Come on, how many of us
actually do that?  

Act like you would if you were there.  Use
all that inventive energy that you did when
you snuck out of the house with makeup
on, without your mom catching you.  Or
sneaking back in after curfew, or even how 

The Art of Role-Playing Games
By:  Kieran Kirchner

Any great session at the RPG table requires
the collaboration of both the GM and the
players to work together, combining their
ideas, reasoning, and above all, emotions.

I recently participated in a session of
roleplaying that is very easily the finest,
most fun, and most memorable game I
have ever played. 

The adventure began as my mage and my
only companion, a dwarf fighter were
ambushed while on a caravan traveling to
town.  The ambush was so fast that not
only were we unable to stop any of the
other occupants from fleeing, we didn’t
even catch what it was that ambushed us
in the first place!  We then found a girl
crying in the woods because she had lost
track of her brother.  We agreed to find the
boy for her but were too late to save him
from being eaten by a wolf.  After killing
the wolf, we traveled to the town and
brought the body to the child’s father. 

In many sessions, the players would be
looking to the GM as to “what’s next?”  But
what happened next was a truly beautiful,
almost intimate connection between the
story being woven by the GM and the
players existing inside it.  We the players
began to weave the story around us.  We
began to explore ideas that the GM had
probably not planned.  He made it a part of
the story because he knew that we would
become all the more involved in the story.  

As players, we began to explore our own
questions.  Why was a wolf attacking
alone, as wolves attack in packs?  Why
was the wolf in a deciduous forest when
they prefer the colder climate of evergreen
forests?  Why was the boy’s father angry
instead of weeping when we returned the
body?



you convinced someone of a  story. 
You know how to do it, even if you
have never utilized it.

It’s that little thing in there that tells
you how to move your hips just so, or
throw that hair over your shoulder
like that.  It’s there.  It’s waiting, and
it can make your game take on new
levels.  

Enjoy what makes you different from
the guys.  Make your mark on the
gaming world by imagining yourself
as a mage, thief, elf, goblin, etcetera.

Throw yourself into your character,
and experience the world of
word-play and adventure.  Imagine
what it would be like if you could pick
up a sword, strap on your armor, and
head out to slay a dragon.  

Imagination is all you need to make
yourself a good gamer.

Why were children playing three hours ride
away from their home in a strange part of the
forest? 

It is pondering questions like these with the
other players that provide the GM with more
inspiration!  Suddenly the players have
provided the GM with questions that they
intend to answer, and the GM can eventually
provide those answers.

Many RPG sessions that fail have players blame
the GM.  Is this really fair?  Did the players
themselves contribute to the story or did they
simply respond to a presented circumstance,
resolve it, and then sit around twiddling their
thumbs waiting the next circumstance to
arrive?  A deeper look into failed games will
inevitably reveal that more often than not, it is
the players who are to blame.  

It is common sense that the creative minds of 4
players will be more powerful than the single
imagination of the GM.  Why is it then that
some players feel that the GM is their slave,
and it is solely his/her responsibility to create
memorable adventures?  It is a common cliché
that “You only get out of something what you
put into it.”  How is any RPG session different
from this?

Returning to the example session given earlier
in the article, our DM had nothing prepared
coming into the adventure except a hastily
drawn map.  What he left with was the idea for
an entire campaign exploding in his brain. 
Could PC’s who simply wait for the GM to
present the story ever hope to provide the GM
the same inspiration as PC’s who ask the
questions and weave the story for themselves?  

RPG’s can be considered the ultimate irony on
several levels.  We hope to escape the
hardships of real life by portraying someone
else in a story who encounters hardships
unimaginable.  Moreover, one can interpret that
we play any game to eventually reach a
resolution. It is the players who contribute to
making their own objectives harder to achieve
that walk away from the gaming table the
happiest.



Tome of Worlds
Illiandor, City of the Damned

By Dave “Wik” Percival

Welcome to the first installment of “Tome of Worlds”, a monthly article that sets out to give
the despairing GM ideas for original campaign settings.  Every month, we’ll create a rough
sketch of a world concept, and detail several methods for individual GMs to build upon our
base frame.  Of course, much of the material presented in this article can be used as an
example for a GM’s own creations, or as an addition to any own-going campaign he may
already be running.

The campaign settings we’ll be detailing are going to stray from the ‘standard’ worlds that
the DMG is built to create.  The idea of this column is to give the reader a better idea on
how to build a successful campaign world by providing examples and ideas, rather than
plain facts, such as “horror worlds need undead monstrosities”.  

That said, let’s get our hands dirty with our very first setting:  Illiandor.

The Basics

Our first world is going to be a dark, gothic horror world (what else would you expect from
the guys at Realms of Evil?).  The players will role-play various members of the church
hierarchy, from strict clerics to paladins to church knights to rigid monks.  A strong “Good
versus Evil” approach is a basic theme of the world, as PCs fight demons, devils, possessed
souls, undead, necromancers, corrupt wizards, and even more vile creations.

Because this setting will be strongly cleric-oriented, a copy of several of the other books in
the D20 series by Wizards of the Coast (which are not in the OGL so we can’t mention their
names in this column) would be handy, specifically the one book that deals with new PrC’s
for clerics. 

The Setting

Illiandor is a coastal city, based in a predominately human world (or entirely human, if you
prefer).  It has been styled on Medieval Venice, in the early Renaissance.  GM’s hoping to
use Illiandor as their campaign setting will do good to do a little research on the basics of
Venice.   However, Illiandor is much larger than its real-world counterpart, and is actually
considered one of the major centers of the modern world.  

Illiandor makes most of its income through its considerable mercantile business.  It is said
that money can buy anything in Illiandor, and this is not far from the truth.  Trade ships
from every corner of the globe buy and sell goods in Illiandor’s considerable market places,
and ground-based caravans from the inland cities do the same.  

More so than in other large cities, the merchants are the ruling class in Illiandor.  While
there is a king (the “Doge”), his power is little.  Most of Illiandor is controlled by a council of
merchants, called the “Council of Ten”.  A seat on the Council of Ten can be bought if one is



willing to pay the price.  While most individuals would lack the funds to purchase such a
prized position, allied groups of merchants who share similar interests will often band
together to buy a seat for the most esteemed member of their number.  

As one might expect from such a government, bribes and corruption run rampant in the
streets, and even minor officials can expect to make a small fortune from the ‘gifts’ they
collect.  Like any large city in which many different peoples collide, there is a high level of
crime, making most average citizens afraid to go out at night.

The one bastion of decency in Illiandor is the church.  The church of Illiandor is based on
the Catholic Church of the real world, and a GM can easily borrow terms and rituals from
said church.  In Illiandor, this church is the only opposition to the Council of Ten which often
finds itself on the side of the people.  While it may have its own corruption, the church is in
general a good-aligned structure and can usually be counted on to relieve human suffering.

It’s a good idea to have this church of the single “good” god in the campaign world:  the
pantheon of Illiandor is much smaller than that of other worlds.  There is the local church,
and the evil cults that PCs will face.  Other religions, if they exist, will be minor.   

While many people may not know it, Illiandor is also a gateway into the Prime World and is
constantly under attack by demons, devils, and worse.  Dopplegangers roam the streets,
serving their dark lords.  Vampires prey on drunkards who pass out after a night’s worth of
drinking, and then dump the drained bodies into the numerous canals that dissect the city. 
Necromancers rob graves and sacrifice the living in their quest for eternal life.  Illiandor is
the grounds for an epic battle of good versus evil - with the Player Characters as church
members on one side, along with angels and other celestial beings, battling against the
warring forces of evil.

The Player Characters

Player Characters in the Illandorian campaign are all members of the local church’s militant
branch, dedicated to the fight against invading evil beings.  While this may suggest that
players must be of a cleric class, this is not the case.  While cleric and paladin are both
excellent choices for a player character, other great character classes that could be used
would include fighter (the church needs many faithful men-at-arms), monk, and bard
(though with divine spells instead of arcane).  Furthermore, the militant branch of the
church which the PCs belong to isn’t nearly as pious as the mother church - talented
individuals such as rogues (typically reformed, though rogues with a slight larcenous streak
can easily find themselves in the church’s ranks), barbarians, and rangers.  Because of the
special magic rules of an Illandorian campaign, arcane spellcasters are inappropriate for PC
use.  (See Below)

All player characters should have a good alignment, in order to emphasize the battle against
evil in which this campaign is focused around.  However, just because all PCs are good, this
does not mean they have to be ‘goody-two-shoes’ about it.  The militant branch of the
church is more concerned with results.  PCs are expected to backstab, lie, and cheat their
opponents; just like their opponents would cheat them.  Many church knights have flaws
such as gambling, fondness of drink, and a love of women.  These flaws, while not
encouraged, are seldomly punished.

Setting Quirks

Unlike most RPG worlds, the world of Illiandor is based on divine magic.  In Illiandor, divine



magic represents “good” while arcane magic represents “evil”.  Thus, practitioners of arcane
magic are almost always evil (this, of course, justifies the witch burnings that may be a
common sight in the streets, depending on your interpretation).  The third form of magic,
“sorcery”, is dedicated to neutral, and is rarely seen in Illiandor.  Sorcery could be the
abilities of the sorcerer class in the PHB.  It could be the more intricate system of psionics
or it could be ignored altogether, allowing the GM to focus on the battle of prayer versus
witchcraft.

In Illiandor, magic always come from some superior being.  Clerics and paladins pray to
their god for their powers, while wizards gain their spells from their befouled contact with
demonic creatures.  As a rule, all practitioners of divine magic are good (or at least neutral
with leanings towards good), and all practitioners of witchcraft are evil (or rarely neutral
with evil leanings). 

You can keep the rule at this simple level, or you can take it one step further.  There can be
good wizards and evil clerics, but as they use their powers, they find themselves slipping to
the ‘other side’.  Every time a good wizard attempts to cast an arcane spell, he must make
a will save at a DC equal to 10 + the spell’s level.  If he fails, he gains one corruption point. 
If the spellcaster ever has more corruption points than his caster level, he slips to an evil
alignment.  

The same rule could be used by evil clerics attempting to use divine powers.  When they
manifest their magic, they slowly find themselves on the path to enlightenment and the true
good.  

Another idea that can be used to de-emphasize magic, and make it more ‘gothic’ is to slow
it down.  Using this method, you could require every spell, from a simple light spell to a
powerful wish, to have its own ritual which could take anywhere from a minute to several
days.  This optional rule means that most characters will be unable to cast spells in combat. 
As such, spells like Fireball (which are generally about as anti-horror as you can get) will be
used seldomly, while spells like Clairvoyance and Raise Dead will suffer little drawback.  

Adventures in Illiandor

Most adventures the Player Characters are going to be involved in should contain demonic
enemies or undead.  Since the game emphasizes horror, simple “Diablo-style” dungeon
crawls against all sorts of evil beasties would be to ignore the intricacies of the setting. 
Instead, you should focus on building up the terror, as the church knight PCs investigate the
haunted noble’s manor, slowly gaining clues that hint at a nobleman’s slow transformation
into a creature of the night… that has already been stalking the PCs the entire time.

Adventures should de-emphasize combat, and instead build on the gradual rise of terror. 
Watch a lot of good horror movies and you’ll get an idea on how to do this.  Movies like
Stigmata and the Exorcist are excellent choices, since they deal with gothic horror in a
religious setting.  

Of course, Illiandor can be used as more than just a setting for city-based horror
adventures.  It is an obvious framework for political intrigues.  Since the church dabbles in
local politics frequently, player characters can find themselves on a break from fighting
otherworldly evil. Instead, they are fighting the corruption of the greedy merchant lords.  

Of course, crossing the two playing styles can create amazing adventures.  “Political Horror”
could be something as minor as a junior official fleeing the wrath of his superior (who



happens to be a doppleganger that worships the dark lord B’haal), to the Doge of the city
attempting to accuse the church of heresy (the Doge is taking the council of a demon is
disguise, who seeks to remove the church to better be able to access wealthy Illiandor).  

Customizing Illiandor

So far, all we have is a framework.  We know that Illiandor is a Venetian-style city, and that
the ‘hook’ of the game is the fight versus evil.  The game is dark horror, and players are all
members of the same church.  While this is a good place to start, it is far from the finish. 
The next step (and, in a lot of ways, the hardest), is bringing out the details.

The first step to detailing Illiandor would probably be figuring out the local population, and
other vital statistics.  Earlier, I mentioned a predominately (or maybe entirely) human
population.  Why?  The campaign is a dark and gritty one, and a world with large amounts
of Elves, halflings, and orcs are a strike against a dark horror setting.

Another definite thing to detail is the local government.  In Illiandor, this is the Council of
Ten.  While you might simply write down ten names, and a simple motivation for each (and,
indeed, this is a great method), you may find it more interesting to create each and every
council member.  If each member has their own goals, schemes, and methods of operation,
you greatly enhance the political atmosphere of the game.  Make sure you include a
representative of the church in your council.  Other council members could be local crime
lords (who may also be semi-legit merchants themselves), wealthy noblemen  (perhaps one
is possessed by a demon?), a Necromancer in disguise, or even a preacher of the new art of
‘science’.  Of course, at least half of the council members should be nothing more than
merchants, with their own rivalries between each other.  

To really get ideas for fleshing out your campaign, going to a library and taking a look at
some historical books on Venice may be helpful.  A large portion of Venetian history consists
of art, and by including art in your game (players could meet many different well-known
artists during the campaign), you can greatly add to your game’s realism.  A basic
understanding of shipping and trade, as well as merchant vessels, can also come in very
handy.  

Conclusion

Have fun playing around with Illiandor.  Next issue we’ll be looking at a bizarre world
concept involving a god, his various insanities, and the barren landscape of his mind.  Until
then, enjoy!



                                    Hallowtide Wedding
                                             Adventure by JJS a.k.a. Hrothgar
                                   Characters and Fenberth Cove by Ralts Bloodthorn

Adventure Parameters: This adventure is designed for 4-6 PCs of 1st-2nd level. It might
be useful for the party to include a cleric and a spellcaster with access to divination spells or
some form of divination magic to determine the whereabouts of key locations in the
adventure or clues in the mystery. The events in this module will play out over a period of a
day and one half, so it is important the GM keep a strict record of daily game time.
Journeying about Dabry and Fenberth Forest will surely consume large blocks of time, so
hints at the importance of Hallowtide from the information the PCs gather should spur the
PCs actions. 

Adventure synopsis: The nymph Facabelle has inadvertently drawn the PCs into her plan
of sorrow and pain she plans to inflict upon the folk of Dabry. The PCs must uncover the
truth to the disappearances of teenage and married women of Dabry and prevent their
horrible deaths at the hands of the Betrayed. The PCs will have many leads in solving the
mystery such as evidence at the crime scenes, the hermit Menton, Oudah on Hallowtide at
the old church, and so forth. The PC’’s must put together the clues necessary to stop the
awful "weddings" on Hallowtide, otherwise events will unfold indifferent to the PCs actions
and the abducted women of Dabry will die. The DM is encouraged to present difficult
situations for the PCs, although a major face-off with the Betrayed could prove deadly for
the PCs.

Background: (Much of what follows references the Iron Bell of Oudah described below).



The old hermit Menton of Fenberth Forest is a tragic, sorrowful man. A young boy when the
small fishing community of Fenberth Cove was sinking into extinction, Menton’s mind was
destroyed when he saw his mother "chosen" by one of the Betrayed on Hallowtide. His
mother dragged screaming beneath the rich black earth of haunted Fenberth Forest and
never to be seen again, Menton began the task of supporting his drunken father while eking
out a small living for himself. When his father passed on after having drowned in his own
alcohol induced vomit, Menton was the final soul left in Fenberth Cove. Menton moved into
Fenberth Forest, unwilling to leave the place of his birth. He lived in sheer terror in the
haunted forest, especially on Hallowtide when the Betrayed shambled through the forest
seeking their "brides" for the new year. The years have eased many of the long gray hairs
from Menton’’s unkempt, tousled head. Menton’’s bowed walk bespeaks of the weight the
world has placed on his shoulders, and the filthy clothes he wears are evidence of his
unwillingness to push back against that unfair worldly oppression.

It was only a month ago that Menton met a beautiful woman named Labelle. She first
appeared outside of his squalid hut asking for directions and help. The young woman began
to live in the haunted forest, meeting with Menton at night, supposedly working the nearby
fields during the day. The woman is actually the vile nature spirit Facabelle in disguise.
Facabelle has been seducing the old hermit Menton in Fenberth Forest during the night
hours, when her beauty is undiminished. She has tricked the old man into believing she has
moved into the forest, possibly to become a potential lover.

Menton desires the disguised nature spirit more than anything. His old loins burn for the
temptress, and his fear of the Betrayed his driven him to commit some foul deeds indeed,
just as Facabelle expected him to. Menton is very familiar with the Betrayed and their
history. Menton has always shied from the church of Oudah and only his male gender has
preserved his life these many years in that dark forest. Fearing his beloved may be
"chosen" by the Betrayed, Menton has begun kidnapping human female teenagers and
wives in fertile womanhood and robust health from the small town of Dabry. Menton has
hidden the women in two locations: four women are located in the abandoned village of
Fenberth Cove on the Eld Sea and the remaining women are located in the old Hedge
Mound, an ancient druidic shrine. Menton hopes to keep Labelle safe by having the
abducted women "chosen" as brides by the Betrayed who will arise to walk this earth again
in two nights on the midnight of Hallowtide……

The Iron Bell of Oudah

The tale of a man’s dark desires and the jealous rages they can spawn are terrible indeed.
Listen to this tale of dark treachery and righteous revenge and judge that the price for each
is worthy of its burden.

Abandoned almost one century ago, the small fishing village of Fenberth Cove is only an
afterthought by local folk. During its existence, the village had existed in relative peace for
almost a century. The inhabitants had little interest in the world outside their small idyllic
haven, their energies focused on the sea’’s harvest and the welfare of their families.

As hard working folk of the sea, their religious faith supported them through both fast and
famine. The local church was a unifying theme in their lives, serving not only as a place of
worship, but as a town and celebration hall.

It is not exactly known when the priest Oudah came to Fenberth Cove. As a commissioned
priest, he was probably placed in Fenberth by the higher orders of the church’’s faith. It is
known that upon his arrival, the small town of Fenberth Cove became a much darker place.



Oudah was driven by dark and secret desires for the women of the town. Oudah was a
weak man in both body and spirit. Oudah could not control his cravings or the lewd acts he
inflicted upon the warm flesh of a woman. His initial transgressions with the town’’s women
were mild, but quickly became more wretched and vile. His soothing tongue convinced the
women of the town that his depraved acts upon them was the will of their god, or their god
would not have sent him at all. Confused and frightened, the women did not speak of his
depravity to their men. The deceit continued until Jonas Mcgile, a respected leader of the
town, found the telltale marks of Oudah’’s wicked acts upon his wife. Enraged, Jonas forced
his wife to speak the truth, unknowingly condemning both Oudah’’s and Jonas’’s souls in the
acts that would follow.

Jonas carried the word to nine other men of the town. Together, they strode off toward the
church to end the sickness that had corrupted their town for too long. Little did they
consider their actions and the consequences they would bring.

The night Jonas and his men confronted Oudah was a cold autumn night. A chill wind blew
from the west. Dead, brown leaves scattered across the ground in the cold wind. Leafless
tree branches clawed at the dark, cloudy sky like skeletal fingers. On this day of Hallowtide,
dark, accursed magic would be worked and Fenberth Cove would mark its decline.
Challenging Oudah, the ten men cornered him in the slender tower of the church. Oudah
clung to the tower’’s church bell, sobbing and screaming in his guilt. Jonas and his men had
little compassion for the sick, twisted man and with little effort, tore his screaming form
from the bell. With a shriek, Oudah was pitched off the church tower, his body flailing as it
fell to the graveyard below. Before his brains were dashed on the headstones below, Oudah
cursed the men and his own weak, pitiful soul for his weakness that had lead to that night.

Upon Oudah’’s death, the church bell began to ring with a cacophony of discordant rings
and peals. The holy candles below slipped from their holdings, igniting the sacred cloth and
wood of the church, trapping the doomed men above. Screaming in their terror, they fled
down into the church to find the doors and windows sealed. Unable to break free of
Oudah’’s curse, they perished in a fiery death, unknowing that eternal rest would be denied
them.

The Iron Bell of Oudah: The Iron Bell of Oudah serves as the focal point for the curse Oudah
screamed those many years ago. The Iron Bell is a nondescript church bell weighing
approximately 200 lbs. Fire blackens the rim of the bell, yet its supports and the tower that
houses it still stands. Climbing to the bell from the main floor of the fire-gutted church using
the fire and time-worn steps is tricky, but manageable.

The Iron Bell rings itself at midnight on Hallowtide each year in a clashing array of rings,
calling forth the Betrayed: Jonas and his men and the dead Oudah. The charred corpses of
Jonas and his men tear up from the soft, damp earth beneath the church cellars and
through the blackened floorboards of the church when they arise. Oudah himself tears up
through the soft loam of the graveyard.

While Jonas, his men, and the dead Oudah are all considered the Betrayed, they each

"Beatrice. Ahh, those fertile loins and pouty lips. Her warm skin is both
sweet and salty to the tongue, pure and impure."



perform their own function. Oudah walks the graveyard and church, lamenting over his
unnatural state and whispering his sick desires for warm womanly flesh. He often screams
in a mixed emotion of rage and envy as a Betrayed claims a "wife" on Hallowtide (see
below). As in life, Oudah is a coward and completely harmless, although his crushed skull
and leaking brains are enough to frightened even the most brave.

Jonas and his men in undeath lust for their former wives. Yearning for their warm flesh and
driven by jealousy, Jonas and his men each seek out a "chosen" wife on Hallowtide. They
range through Fenberth Forest, searching out women of health and fertility. Each Betrayed
chooses only one woman on Hallowtide before returning to "consummate" the marriage at
the church and walk the graveyard until sunrise, when they return to their undead rest. The
chosen wife is spirited away by the Betrayed to church’’s grounds where they are consumed
in a lustful and almost carnal manner. Rent apart by the lecherous hands of the Betrayed,
they die a grisly death, consumed as warm gobbets of dripping flesh. Whether these dark,
lustful actions stem from some influence of Oudah or are a manifestation of their own
hidden, dark desires they had in life is unknown. If unable to "choose" a wife during
Hallowtide, they return at sunset and sink beneath the rich loam surrounding the church
until the next Hallowtide or until summoned.

If a living male or female of a human or demihuman race enters the church area when the
Betrayed are present on Hallowtide, the Betrayed will attack to destroy. Only women are
consumed by the Betrayed. Women in their child-bearing years and of high fertility are most
highly sought after by the Betrayed.

The church bell can also be used to summon the Betrayed. If rung on any night between
sunset and sunrise at least three days before or after Hallowtide, Jonas and his men will
arise. Oudah only rises on Hallowtide and cannot be summoned. If a male or nonhuman
female of any species has summoned the Betrayed, he or she is subject to immediate
attack, unless he or she is a priest and makes a successful command undead check. In this
case the Betrayed will carry out the priest’’s wishes exactly, unless sunrise comes before
the task is finished at which point the Betrayed will return to their earthy graves. The
Betrayed cannot be turned while within sight of the church.

Any human female who rings the bell automatically has control of the Betrayed. They will
serve and protect her faithfully and to the best of their ability until sunrise. At sunrise, if the
woman is still within sight of the church, she must make a will save (DC 12) or be dragged
screaming beneath the earth to satisfy the Betrayed until their next sojourn.
If a Betrayed is destroyed foraging for a wife or in protection of a summoner, it’’s remains
will sink beneath the earth at sunrise. The Betrayed will return the next Hallowtide and
function as normal. Sprinkling holy water on the remains of a Betrayed destroys it 
permanently.

The Iron Bell is rumored to have other magical properties instilled by Oudah’s curse, but
they are unknown at this time. The bell can be moved during daylight hours without
attracting the attention of the Betrayed. However, the Betrayed will arise that night to
secure the bell and return it to its proper place. The Betrayed cannot be turned under this 
circumstance.

The destruction of the Iron Bell of Oudah can only be accomplished by coating the bell in a
paste formed from the dark earth of the graveyard and the ground skull of Oudah and
striking the bell on the midnight of Hallowtide.



The Betrayed 
(Medium Undead)
Hit Dice: 1d12+3 (10 hp)
Initiative: +6 (Dex, Improved Initiative)
Speed: 30 ft.
AC: 14 (+2 Dex, +2 Natural)
Attacks: +1 fist, +0 fist
Damage: 1d2+4, 1d2+4
Special Attacks: Rend
Special Qualities: Essence transfer, Damage Reduction 3/+1 cold iron
Face/Reach: 5 ft by 5 ft
Saves: Fort +1, Ref +3, Will +5
Abilities: Str 18, Dex 14, Con -, Int 9, Wis 14, Cha 6
Skills: Hide +6, Listen +5, Move Silently +6, Search +5, Spot +5 
Feats: Improved Initiative
Climate/Terrain: Fenberth Forest
Organization: Solitary, or pack (10)
Treasure: None
Alignment: Lawful Evil
Challenge Rating: 2

The Betrayed are a terrible form of undead created by the curse of the priest Oudah upon
his death. Only eleven Betrayed exist, of which Oudah is one. The other ten Betrayed are
composed of Jonas Mcgile and his men (see above) who killed Oudah in a jealous rage.
Oudah is a mewling coward and will not fight, even if provoked. His sacred robes hang in
tatters from his body. Broken bones from his death fall protrude from his body. His white
flesh is marked with dark blue contusions and his brains leak from a shattered skull.

Jonas and his nine followers are clothed in blackened trousers and shirts. Their flesh is
charred, although reddish-clear liquid seeps from cracks in their blackened skin. Their eyes
appear much like they did in life, although the whites are much more prominent with the
loss of the eyelids in the fire of the Betrayed’’s forging. Their eyes also show a lustful fever,
as if the secret desires in a man’’s soul were barred for all to see. The betrayed are basically
hairless, except for possible patches on their skulls that escaped the fire during 

The dark inner desires these undead creatures once had in life are now manifested
uninhibited. The unlife cycles of the Betrayed and their intentions are listed above in the
description of Oudah’’s Iron Bell.

Combat:
The Betrayed attack by grasping the victim in their powerful grip and literally tearing the
victim to shreds. Victims generally die from blood loss due to missing body parts, puncture
holes from the Betrayed’’s fingers, or internal bleeding from the crushing grip of the 
Betrayed.

Rend (Ex): If both hand attacks by the Betrayed are successful in a single combat round,
the Betrayed begins to rend the victim. This tearing of flesh inflicts 2d4+3 points of damage
per round until the victim is dead, the Betrayed is destroyed, or the hold is broken. Note
that damage from individual hand attacks is not rolled.

Essence Transfer (Su): The Betrayed are knowledgeable of any creature within their domain
(Fenberth Forest).The Betrayed may enter the rich loamy earth any where within Fenberth



Forest and emerge from the earth within one quarter mile of any target they choose within
that same area. Entering the earth takes four rounds, while emerging from the earth is one
round. This essence transfer can be completed at a rate of one turn per mile traveled. This
ability is used on Hallowtide to "choose" a wife. Only a "wife" may be transported with the
Betrayed to their church by this means, although a fortitude save of DC 10 must be rolled
or the "wife" will die of asphyxiation. Note that the Betrayed will not use this ability to
ambush creatures within their domain if they have "chosen" a wife on Hallowtide or the
trespassing creature is not within site of their church.

Fear (Ex): Due to the horrid appearance of these creatures, any creature sighting them
must make a will save (DC 10) or be affected as if by a fear spell. Any creatures that save
will not need to make another check until another night.

Setting: Autumn is almost half over and the harvest has begun. Accompanying the autumn
harvest is a chill wind that blows from the west. Standing in stark contrast to the golden
fields of corn and barley are the dark forests surrounding the civilized areas of this shadowy
land. Gray, steel colored clouds ride on the wind, blanketing the land in gloom and shade.
Leafless or nearly leafless trees tear at the sky like somber skeletal sentinels. Dead leaves
swirl on the ground in the westerly wind, forming momentary figures that seem to threaten,
only to dissipate. Darkness settles early on the countryside and a tangible fear can be felt.
Hallowtide, the night the dead return to haunt the living, is in two nights, chilling the very
core of the folk of this spectral land.

Main Characters:

Menton: The old hermit of Fenberth Forest has been kidnapping women from the nearby
town of Dabry so satisfy the lustful hunt of the Betrayed this Hallowtide. Menton fears for
Labelle, a woman who recently moved into Fenberth Forest. Labelle has refused to believe
Menton’’s warnings and plans on staying in the forest with Menton. Rather than share her
with the undead Betrayed, Menton has taken matters into his own hands, kidnapping fertile
and hale women of Dabry and placing them about the forest for the coming Hallowtide.
Actually, Labelle is the evil nature spirit Facabelle in disguise (see below). Menton’’s mind is
fragile, and Facabelle has put him in a position where his soul may be forfeit because of the
terrible actions he has taken.

Menton appears as an old man of average height. His blue eyes are haunted by what he
knows of the forest and the promises Facabelle has given him. Long gray hair hangs in his
face and down his back. A scraggly beard filled with dirt and old food lines his face. His
clothes are filthy with dirt and vermin. When talking, yellowed teeth are clearly visible.

Menton may be found at his small shack in Fenberth Forest during the adventure. He is
generally taciturn and unwilling to talk to outsiders. Given the current circumstances, he will
warn any intruders that the forest is haunted and that all trespassers best leave. Although
he knows the truth behind the Betrayed, he is unwilling to disclose any information on
them. If he knows that the PCs are attempting to rescue the women he kidnapped, he will
intentionally mislead the PCs, telling them of possible hiding places (see descriptions
below). Of course, he may even lie about seeing men or creatures carrying screaming
women in those areas. If the PCs still attempt to rescue the women in their actual locations,
Menton may try to race ahead of the PCs to move the women or attack the PCs directly.

If pressed on questions, Menton will attempt to lie, mislead, or not attempt to answer,
although he must pass a will saving throw at DC 10 to prevent accidental information
slipping out. This information should be minor, but enough to spike the interest of the PCs.



Information that this may include are saying the word "Betrayed," some sort of reference to
"Labelle," etc. These clues provide more to press the old man on to get more information
out of him. In any case, if pressed he will try to lead the PCs by word or action to either the
bear cave or the old goblin camp (see below) to remove the PCs from his plans.

In any case, Menton will never reveal the location of the women unless he is slain and
speak with dead is used to converse with him or he is subdued after physically attacking the
PCs and failing to pass a will saving throw (DC 10) when questioned. Note that he will only
give one abducted person’s location if failing a saving throw (a second direct question of
where the rest of the women are located is needed for him to reveal the second location). If
he is forced to attack the PCs to stop them from finding the women or if he is subdued by
the PCs, he will sob uncontrollably and plead with the PCs to leave the women for the
Betrayed so that his beloved (Labelle) may live. Play Menton as a very tragic figure,
manipulated by the events of his life. He is neither heroic nor brave, but a pitiful spirit this
oppressive domain has crushed.

Menton, Male Commoner 4th level: CR 3; Human Male; HD 4d4; hp 12; Init +1 Dex; Spd
30 ft; AC 11 (+1 Dex); Atk +2 melee (hand axe 1d6/crit x3); AL N; SV Fort +1, Ref +2,
Will +0; Str 11, Dex 12, Con 10, Int 11, Wis 8, Cha 9
Skills: Climb +4, Listen +6, Spot +6, Profession (Trapper) +2
Feats: Alertness, Run
Possessions: Hand axe, 23 gp hidden under rock next to shack, vermin ridden clothing.

Facabelle: Facabelle is a nymph, a woodland spirit that is generally loving of all things
good. However, Facabelle is anything but loving. A sorrowful figure, Facabelle is cursed with
indescribable ugliness during the day when she is good-natured, but indescribably beautiful
at night with a soul as black as night.

Facabelle has been on a murderous rampage northwest of Dabry. Facabelle has changed
her tactics southeast of Dabry, choosing a psychological method of damaging the folk of
Dabry rather than direct physical damage. Appearing as the beautiful Labelle, Facabelle has
been seducing Menton with promises of love and sinful pleasures of the flesh, driving
Menton’’s fragile mind reeling. Facabelle has successfully manipulated Menton into
kidnapping women to serve as "brides" for the Betrayed.

Facabelle should not confront the PCs directly in this adventure, so no statistics are given
for her. However, glimpses of a woman or elf of indescribable beauty at night (as Facabelle
or the disguised Labelle) might set the PCs on edge. The appearance of a woman whom the
PCs cannot catch will indicate that someone might be manipulating Menton and that he is
not entirely responsible for his actions. It is also possible the PCs may spot momentarily a
creature of incredible hideousness walking Fenberth Forest in a daze, not quite
comprehending why the surrounding Fenberth Forest seems so familiar……

Pumpkinhead: Pumpkinhead is a minor scarecrow, a malevolent creation used by
Facabelle to spy on the eastern and southeastern lands beyond Dabry. It is unknown if
Facabelle created Pumpkinhead herself or if the scarecrow was a gift of some dark being.

Pumpkinhead watches the PCs intently, reporting to Facabelle when she is in Fenberth
Forest: the night the PCs arrive and the night of Hallowtide (if Facabelle is to be seen (but
not encountered) at any time during this adventure, it will be at Labelle’’s shack).
Pumpkinhead mixes in well with the other scarecrows lining the fields south of Dabry.
Pumpkinhead is dressed in old and greasy clothing. Straw leaks from numerous tears in his
clothing, and serves as his hands and feet. His head is a large Jack-o-lantern with a crooked



saw-tooth smile and triangular eyes and nose.

Being a secret agent of Facabelle, he will always try to avoid direct confrontation.
Pumpkinhead changes his clothes often with the other inanimate scarecrows in the fields to
prevent anyone noticing his movements. He stations himself in the fields during the day,
listening to or following the people of Dabry. At night he stalks the countryside, generally
raising any type of minor havoc (killed chickens, minor barn fires, etc.). A spot check with
DC 18 can be used by a PC to notice Pumpkinhead, i.e. he has moved but not changed
clothing or the clothing on an inanimate scarecrow the night before has been changed, etc.
If discovered, he will always try to escape. If forced into a fight, he will cackle with a
maniacal laugh and a small flame will flicker within his cavernous head.

Pumpkinhead was given the specific mission of making sure no one interfered with the
abductions of the women of Dabry and their fate. Pumpkinhead will make every effort to
follow the PCs, even during the day, hiding in the tall golden cornfields or the dark shadows
of Fenberth Forest. If Pumpkinhead feels the PCs are getting too
close to the captives, he will attack, but only by throwing his head
and fleeing to Facabelle with the 
news.

Minor Scarecrow 
(Medium Construct)
Hit Dice: 3d10+3 (20 hp)
Initiative: +3 (Dex)
Speed: 30 ft.
AC: 14 (+2 Dex, +2 Natural)
Attacks: +3 fist
Damage: 1d4+1
Special Attacks: Pumpkin detonation
Special Qualities: Stalk
Face/Reach: 5 ft by 5 ft
Saves: Fort +1, Ref +4, Will +3
Abilities: Str 12, Dex 16, Con -, Int 14, Wis 14, Cha 9
Climate/Terrain: Any
Organization: Solitary
Treasure: None
Alignment: Lawful Evil 

Challenge Rating: 3

Minor scarecrows are constructs of evil intentions. Standing anywhere from 4 1/2 feet to 5
1/2 feet tall, they are generally stuffed with straw with a Jack-o-lantern for a head. They
serve their dark masters as spies and, in some instances, tend to be nuisances to those
they spy upon. They are fairly dexterous and can move quickly over open and overgrown
lands. They are also masters of deception, changing clothing or positions (or returning to
positions once leaving one that has been maintained for some time) to maintain themselves
as countryside operatives for their dark masters.

Minor scarecrows tend to avoid battle, serving their master’s better as agents of subterfuge.
If cornered, they will cackle insanely while a small flickering flame appears in their hollow
pumpkin heads, flickering menacingly. They are very susceptible to fire, suffering double
normal attack damage from any type of fire based attack. 



Combat:
The minor scarecrow attacks by slapping its target with its straw appendages, inflicting
contusions and scrapes. Because of their weak combat ability, they will tend to avoid 
combat.

Stalk (Ex): Because of their stealthy nature, minor scarecrows are treated as having the
skills hide +8, move silently +8, and listen +8.

Pumpkin Detonation (Su): Minor scarecrows may throw their flame-lit heads up to a
distance of 30 feet. Upon hitting a solid object, the pumpkin will burst, exploding in a large
conflagration and causing 2d4 points of fire damage to all within a radius of 5 feet ( reflex
save at DC 10). Loss of the head in this manner does not slow or restrict the minor
scarecrow in any manner.

The Betrayed: Discussed above under The Iron Bell of Oudah.

Dabry’s Residents: Shim, Loruk and Fomen are the ones the PCs might be able to get the
most information from. Fomen will be the most eager to hire or involve the PCs in what is
occurring with the women abductions. Fomen is most eager to prove his aristocratic
standing to the people of this small village to cement himself as the village’’s leader for
some time. Fomen will send the PCs to find Menton if the PCs want to explore Fenberth
Forest. Fomen maintains Menton is the most knowledgeable person of that drear place.

Loruk does know some information about Fenberth Cove and the haunting of Fenberth
Forest, but most of it is hearsay. Still, he maintains that he is the local expert on myths or
legends of the surrounding area. Loruk believes the forest is haunted and can tell the PCs
few venture within and definitely none go in on Hallowtide. If asked, Loruk will muse over
the fact that of those that were forced to enter the forest on Hallowtide night (chasing a
small farm animal or child, drunk, or a lover waiting for their significant other), the majority
that did not return were women. Loruk can also tell the PCs about the ringing of a lost
church bell somewhere in Fenberth Forest on Hallowtide, but its direct connection to the
forest’’s haunting is unknown.

Timeline and Weather Conditions: The PCs encounter a man who has lost his daughter
at dusk of the day before Hallowtide. The sky is overcast with gray-black clouds and the
night is pitch black. The following morning on Hallowtide, a man will ride into town shouting
for his lost daughter. This will mark the tenth and final abduction in Dabry. Hallowtide is
again overcast and a chill wind blows from the west. A misty rain will last from late morning
to early afternoon, softening the leaves and soil (may help Stealth checks, hinder Listen
checks). At dusk, an orange harvest moon arises, illuminating the land through breaks in
the clouds. Lighting at night will vary from pitch darkness to gray illumination as clouds
pass by the moon. At midnight, the witching hour, the Bell of Oudah will ring in Fenberth
Forest calling forth the Betrayed. The Betrayed will head forth to select their "brides" and
return to the Oudah’s church to consummate their "marriages". Of course, the actions listed
here will depend on PC actions.

Starting the Adventure: It is assumed the PCs are approaching Dabry from the south on
an old dirt road as dusk begins to settle on the land the day before Hallowtide. Shadows
cling to the floor of the surrounding forests to the east and crop fields to the north and
west. The hoots of a nearby barn owl sound like a lost soul in the gather gloom, unnerving
to any traveling the road at night.

Hysterical screaming will sound ahead of the PCs, raising the hackles of all those within



hearing range. As the screaming becomes louder, a running figure will head straight toward
the PCs, crashing through the dried husks of a nearby cornfield. This figure is Ben Kreegar,
a local farmer whose daughter has just disappeared while chasing a lost young sheep into
the fields. The man is in obvious distress, combing the field, shrieking and shouting for his
lost daughter. If the PCs chose to involve themselves, they can get the man to stop flailing
around, although he will sob uncontrollably about his missing daughter. He left the
farmhouse one half mile away to the west just recently to get his daughter back home
before darkness fell. The man is almost incoherent, but the PCs should be able to gain
information that this is not the first abduction and much more information is available in
Darby one mile to the north.

Crime Scenes: The crime scene the PCs arrive upon at the beginning of the adventure is a
total loss from the perspective of an investigator. Any tracks of an abductor are totally
covered or hidden by the bumbling father. The corn in the area is crushed flat by the
hysterical father so any telltale signs of clothing, etc. are lost.

The following morning, a second abduction will have occurred, one-half mile east of Dabry.
The wife, Arlenen Joanssen, was abducted in her homestead in the early dawn while her
husband attended to a birthing calf in the nearby barn. This crime scene shows obvious
signs of a struggle: tipped over furniture and a small drop of blood (from Menton). A spot
check of DC 15 will find thin long strands of gray hair (Menton’’s). Arlenen’’s husband
maintains the woman had short blonde hair. Tracking (DC 10) will reveal the signs of a
heavy weight dragged through the golden barley fields east toward Fenberth Forest. The
trail will lead down into a small stream before disappearing.

The previous eight abductions occurred over the past week. Information on these is readily
available from Fomen in Dabry. Despite occurring at different times of the day and night, all
abductions have recurring themes: all were women in their late teens through their early
thirties, all occurred east of Dabry with the majority of the day kidnappings near the edge of
Fenberth Forest when the women were in the fields, and all abductions occurred when the
women were alone. Hopefully, information on all these crime scenes will point the PCs to
Fenberth Forest and at Fomen’’s recommendation, the PCs should seek out Menton for any
information on the lay of the forest.

Locations:

Dabry: This small village can provide meager lodgings and food and valuable information
from Fomen and Loruk. No adults from Dabry are willing to even set foot within Fenberth
Forest. However, when the adults clear out, a few young boys are willing to guide the PCs
to Menton (whom they have spied upon in the past) for several copper pieces. These boys
will run back to Dabry after finding old Menton’’s shack and receiving their payment. Under
no circumstances will the boys lead the PCs into the woods in the dark. The most opportune
time to head into Fenberth Forest is Hallowtide, the day following the PCs arrival in Dabry.
The PCs should not be able to find Menton on their own or any of the major locations within
Fenberth Forest on their own without some form of help (the square mile area of Fenberth
Forest is almost 20 square miles). This should encourage the PCs to wait until Hallowtide
morning before venturing to Menton (with the boys’’ guidance) and prevent them from
solving the adventure too early. The exception to this rule is the Iron Bell of Oudah ringing
on Hallowtide, which may bring the PCs to the church if they do not already know where it
is by that time.

Fenberth Forest: Fenberth Forest is a dreary woodland, marked by low hills and deep,
narrow gullies. The deciduous trees have nearly lost all their leaves and stand stark against



the sky. The forest floor is littered in gold and red leaves. The smell of wet, fallen leaves fills
the nostrils when first entering this forest.

The little undergrowth in Fenberth Forest permits easy travel, but many of the washout
gullies block routes. Oftentimes, these deep gullies will divert the direction of travelers for
short distances. Some of the hilltops in this forest show exposed sandstone or
sedimentation rock, offering some shelter or protection against the elements or attack. The
nearest edge of Fenberth Forest is one and one-half miles east of Dabry. Fenberth Forest is
roughly circular with a radius of 2.5 miles. Its southeastern border touches the remains of
Fenberth Cove and the Eld Sea.

Menton’s Shack: Menton’s single room shack is located beneath an immense oak tree. The
old shack looks ready to collapse under its own weight. The roof is overgrown with moss
and the grayed sideboards are partially covered in green lichen. A small fire burns nearby
the shack whenever Menton is present. A small pot full of muskrat and tuber stew heats
over the fire. Muskrat and beaver pelts hang on stretchers mounted to the sides of the
shelter. A small stand of chopped firewood leans against the large oak tree and dilapidated 
shelter.

A strong bodily odor will emanate from the small cabin. Within, the single room is dark,
except for daylight or moonlight seeping in through cracks in the wood planking. The single
window’’s shutters are tightly fastened shut and frozen with age. A small cot sits on one
side, the torn covers infested with vermin. An unlit fireplace is opposite the cot.
Interestingly the dirt floor of the cabin is covered with slabs of sedimentation rock (spot
check DC 12, to protect against Betrayed).

Hidden underneath his cot, set between a slab of sedimentation rock and the lower boards
of the shelter, is a small bag with 12 gp and a golden ring with a tiger eye (25 gp value).

Menton’’s shack is three miles within Fenberth Forest, one mile north of the Church of 
Oudah.

Church of Oudah: The old church of Fenberth Cove stands in a small glade about one mile
north of the old town’’s remains. The stone church still stands, although signs of age are
apparent. The wooden interior of the church is rotted and was previously gutted by fire (see
The Iron Bell of Oudah). The stone foundation steps leading up to the narrow church tower
still stand, although the true wooden steps were destroyed in the fire. The floor of the
church is covered in leaves, although in some areas blackened sections can be seen.
Remains of the nonexistent roof are also scattered about on the floor. The floor sags
precariously, ready to collapse if any one walks on it, plunging them 10 feet down into the
church cellar (reflex save DC 10 to avoid, Damage 1d6). The contents of the church’s cellar
have mainly been consumed by rats and the remainder decayed with age. The floor of the
church is loose, black soil that is soft, crumbly and moist. Hidden under the dirt in a corner
is an iron bladed long sword wrapped in oil rags that can be used against the Betrayed.

Gravestones tilt at odd directions on the northern section of the glade. The remains of a
very old dirt trail, now overgrown with small trees heads to the south to Fenberth Cove.

The church can be a very dangerous place to be on Hallowtide. A thin mist will partially
cover the ground, swirling amongst the gravestones as though alive. At midnight, the
church bell will ring, summoning the Betrayed from their deathly rest. Jonas and his nine
men will chase off any intruders within one hundred yards of the church before sinking into
the ground around the church to claim the "brides" Menton has left them. If the PCs have



successfully rescued some of the women, Jonas and his men will still all leave in a mad race
to claim the remaining brides (who are generally torn limb from limb in the struggle). The
Betrayed will return here with their "brides" in a time given by their movement rate with
essence transfer and the distance from church to abductee location and back.

Oudah will emerge from the graveyard and begin his priestly duties of dusting headstones
and clearing the glade of undergrowth all the while talking to himself in a rasping, hollow
voice. For those listening, he will mention deep, dark desires for the women he feels are so
near and also curse himself for his weakness. If attacked, Oudah will not defend himself and
will instead wail and cower. Oudah will not engage in conversation, ignoring PCs advances,
although he will relate the presence of the abducted women if asked about them directly.
The response will never be made to the PCs directly, but will be mentioned in passing to
himself. 

(For example, Oudah might say, "Beatrice. Ahh, those fertile loins and pouty lips. Her warm
skin is both sweet and salty to the tongue, pure and impure. So close, yet so far at Hedge
Mound. Hee, hee. Jonas will claim her, Jonas will claim her.")

Bear Cave: The PCs may have been mislead by Menton into thinking the abducted women
were located here. The only thing here is an old sow black bear that was chased out of the
nearby fields by angry farmers after getting into the honey bee nests. The old female will
attack anything that comes within 100 feet of her small cave. This cave is located one mile
east of Menton’’s shack.
Monster: Black bear.

Labelle’s Hut: Labelle’s hut is located one mile north of Menton’’s decaying shack. The PCs
may want to investigate Labelle’s hut if this information is pried from Menton. Half of the
shack has collapsed, the rotten wood snapped in half due to the weight of a large tree
branch. The interior of the old cabin is empty, although rotten belongings of the former
owners still linger as if the owners were forced to flee quickly. A successful tracking check
(DC 12) reveals only Menton’’s footprints here and no indication of any other living creature.
It is obvious that nothing has lived here in a long, long time.

The GM may wish for the PCs to glimpse Facabelle (at night or day) if they happen here.
The PCs should not be able to engage Facabelle in combat or conversation. There should
maintain a mystery about her that the PCs want to explore in further adventures.

Glimpsed through the trees, 100 feet behind the old shack, limp figures (as many as there
are PCs) hang upon ropes from the trees. Closer inspection will reveal scarecrows evidently
dressed up as the PCs (similar clothing color, etc.) hung by their necks from three large
oaks. These scarecrows were stolen from the farmers’ fields the night before Hallowtide by
Facabelle, and hung up to scare the PCs off if they got too far in the mystery. All the
scarecrows are harmless.

Old Goblin Camp: This dirt camp was once used by goblins as a hunting camp. It has not
been used in years due to the swift goblin population decline in the area. The PCs may
encounter this area if Menton diverts them here by trick. He noticed the camp was not
empty when he was hauling his latest victim to Hedge Mound on the morning of Hallowtide.

Five goblins can be found here, all refugees from the goblin tribe northwest of Dabry.
Driven here by Facabelle’s relentless onslaught, they lay about the dirt glade asleep from
their long flight. They are extremely tense with frayed nerves and will attack any group of
PCs if there is any sign of treachery or hostility. The goblin camp is located three miles west



of Menton’s shack.
Monster: 5 Goblins.

Hedge Mound: Hedge mound is nothing more than an ancient druidic gathering site. It is a
small, treeless hillock covered in long grass ringed on its lower boundary by white birch
trees. The druids of this area have not used this glade since Fenberth Forest was tainted
with the evil of the Betrayed. Six abducted women from Dabry can be found here, bound to
the birch trees by leather cords as offerings to the Betrayed. They are delirious from their
lack of food, water and warmth. Hedge Mound is located three miles west of the Church of 
Oudah.

Fenberth Cove: The remains of Fenberth Cove are located on a series of rocky, wooded hills
over looking the gray Eld Sea. Little remains of the small fishing town, all of the buildings
having collapsed with age, except for one barn. The gray, wooden barn still leans to the
east, its roof a tangle of weeds and moss. On top of the roof, twenty ravens squawk at the
PCs approach and glare at them with baleful eyes, but all are harmless. Within the old barn
are four women from the town of Dabry, all in a state of shock from both their current
predicament and the cool 
weather.

Fenberth Cove is approximately six miles from Dabry.

Conclusion: Obviously, the conclusion of the adventure depends heavily on the PCs
actions. The cold, mocking laughter of a woman (Facabelle) may be heard (if the GM
wishes) by the PCs as they leave Fenberth Forest successful or not. This will indicate to the
PCs that Menton himself was not solely responsible for the terrible acts against Dabry. If the
PCs kill or bring Menton to justice, the people of Dabry wish to burn him as a witch for fear
of further treachery. Regardless of what happens to Menton, the village of Dabry is willing
to part with 5 gp for each woman returned alive. 

Whether the PCs are successful or not, Facabelle has taken note of these adventurous
interlopers and now has a feeling for their strengths and weakness. Further encounters with
Facabelle and her minions are necessary before the towns north and west of Dabry can feel
safe from her intrusions. 



Have An Evil Christmas

By: Shawn Muder and Amber Aguero

“Deck the halls with hearts and spleens.  Light a torch and watch them gleam!”

In the month of December, RealmsOfEvil.Net sponsored a Christmas contest.  In it, we
invited all of our visitors to try their claws, talons, and gnarled hands at writing up a
character sheet for an “evil” version of everyone’s favorite red-suited corpulent gift giver
and philanthropist, Santa Claus.  We were delighted by the twisted yuletide cheer that our
contest entries elicited in our cold, undead hearts.  It nearly brought tears to our eyes to

see all the goodies that awaited us.  

We will delight you now with the winners of our
“Have An Evil Christmas” contest!  Enjoy them and
bask in the light of their homey, Noel inspired
goodness.  
Sometimes, too much spiked eggnog and stale
fruitcake inspires greatness!

First Place Winner:

Sinnterr Klaas
By:  Jeffrey James Schwinefus, a.k.a. Hrothgar

Every legend must have a beginning.  Our own
myths regarding Santa Claus began with the mortal

known as St. Nicholas.  Rather than develop a legend based on an evil Santa, I asked
myself how could a mortal in a D&D world eventually become the antithesis of our own
Santa?  Much like Santa Claus had a beginning with the mortal St. Nicholas, so could an
infamous legend of a like figure spring from the intrigues of my evil Santa, Sinnterr Klaas.

The obvious questions arose.  Do I create a new monster for my evil Santa? How or why
does my evil Santa target children?  My images of Santa include a red faced man dressed in
red clothing with a long white beard.  For some reason, the image of a frost giant kept
coming to mind for my creation.  From there, I based my Sinnterr Klaas frost giant concept
on the mythical Swedish figure, Sinterklaas.

An obvious goal in creating this parody of Santa Claus for the D&D D20 game was the
generation of a character that was both playable in a serious game and easily incorporated
into any campaign setting.  Based on his background, Sinnterr Klaas does not currently
enjoy the popularity of our own Santa Claus.  However, as with Santa’s humble beginnings,



so begin Sinnterr’s.  Without check, the legend of Sinnterr Klaas may grow into infamy and
rival that of our own jolly, red-faced Christmas icon.

Sinnterr Klaas (Grandfather Frost)
Race: Frost Giant, Male 10th level sorcerer
Size: Large Age: 110 years
Height: 16 feet tall Weight 3,500 lbs
Eyes: Ice blue Hair: White
Skin: Light blue Alignment: NE
Speed: 40 ft. Reach: 10 ft.
CR 19

Ability Ability Score Ability Modifier

STR 27 +8

DEX 16 +3

CON 21 +5

INT 14 +2

WIS 14 +2

CHR 17 +3

HD: 14d8+70 (giant) plus 10d4+50 (sorcerer) hp 215
AC: 26 (-1 size, +3 Dex, +9 natural, +5 cloak of fire resistance)
Initiative: +7 (+3 Dex, Improved Initiative)
Base Attack Bonus: +15/+10/+5 (+10 giant, +5 sorcerer)

Melee Attack Bonus: +22/+17/+12 (+8 Str, -1 Size)
Ranged Attack Bonus: +17/+12/+7 (+3 Dex, -1 Size)
Weapon 1: Huge greataxe, Total Attack Bonus: +22/+17/+12, Damage: 2d8+12/crit x3
Weapon 2: +3 Huge whip of entanglement, Total Attack Bonus: +25/+20/+15, Damage:
1d4+11/crit x2
Weapon 3: Thrown boulders, Total Attack Bonus: +17/+12/+7, Damage: 2d6+8

Saving Throws:
Fortitude +17 (+9 Giant, +5 Con, +3 Sorcerer)
Reflex +12 (+4 Giant, +3 Dex, +3 Sorcerer, +2 w/familiar)
Will +13 (+4 Giant, +2 Wis, +7 Sorcerer)

Special Abilities: Rock throwing (giant)
Special Qualities: Rock catching (giant), cold subtype, darkvision 60 feet

Skills:
Skill Name Key Ability Skill Mod.= Ability Mod.+ Ranks+Misc. Mod.
Climb Str +12 +8 +4
Concentration Con +15 +5 +10
Craft (metal smith) Int +15 +2 +13
Jump Str +12 +8 +4
Scry Int +15 +2 +13



Spellcraft Int +6 +2 +4
Spot Wis +10 +2 +6 +2 (familiar)

Feats: Alertness (when familiar within arm’s reach), Craft Wondrous Item, Improved
Initiative, Exotic Weapon Proficiency (whip), Cleave, Great Cleave, Power Attack, Sunder.

Spells: 0th level: Arcane Mark, Daze, Dancing Lights, Detect Magic, Flare, Ghost Sound,
Prestidigitation, Read Magic, Resistance, 1st level: Obscuring Mist, Magic Missile, Endure
Elements, Expeditious Retreat, Shield, 2nd level: Cat’s Grace, Endurance, Invisibility, See
Invisibility, 3rd level: Flame Arrow, Gaseous Form, Haste, 4th level: Stoneskin, Scry, 5th

level: Instill Greed (see below).
(Sinnterr may cast 7 0th level spells, 7 1st level spells, 7 2nd level spells, 6 3rd level spells, 5
4th level spells, and 3 5th level spells per day)

New Spell:
Instill Greed
Enchantment (Compulsion) [Mind-Affecting]
Level: Wiz/Sor 5
Components: V, S, M
Casting Time: One action
Range: Touch
Target: Item of not less than 250 gp value
Duration: 1 year
Saving Throw: Will negates
Spell Resistance: Yes

Casting this spell generates a luminous golden aura around the spell caster’s hand.  Once
an item is touched, the golden nimbus becomes diffuse before centering on the target.  The
item glows with a soft golden light for only a few moments before the corona fades into
nothingness.

Instill greed generates avarice in any humanoid within 5 feet viewing the item upon which it
has been cast.  A successful saving throw negates the greed emotion and makes the viewer
immune to that application of the spell.  An unsuccessful Will saving throw generates an
extreme desire for the item in question, enough to drive the viewing individual to trade all
they hold dear or commit thievery to gain the item.  If the saving throw misses by 10 or
more, the victim of this spell may resort to physical violence if bartering or thievery is
unsuccessful.

For each day a victim is under the influence of this spell, a new saving throw is allowed. 
Once a successful saving throw is made, the victim is forever immune to that item’s instill
greed.

Focus: This spell may only be cast upon items valued at 250 gp or more.  Casting this spell
upon items of lesser value waste the spell. Note that the spell caster is immune to its
effects, unless cast by another arcane spell caster.

Magical Items: bag of safekeeping, +3 Large whip of entanglement, +5 cloak of fire
resistance, boots of striding and springing, Large staff of frost, ring of regeneration, potion
of fly, Frost Rail.



Bag of safekeeping: This red, soft velvet bag, trimmed in the white fur of a winter wolf, is
used to carry both Sinnterr’s cursed children toys and his throwing boulders.  The bag is
huge, capable of holding up to 500 cubic feet worth of material.  Any items placed within
the bag are immune to damage from other items shifting in the bag.  Thus, Sinnterr’s
delicate toys suffer no damage from his large throwing boulders, even though the bag may
be jostled roughly.  Retrieving an item from the bag is considered a move-equivalent action. 
Caster Level: 5th; Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous Item, shield; Market Price: 10,000 gp,
Weight: 25 lb. plus contents.

+3 Large whip of entanglement: A gift from his drow artisans, this black colored weapon
is one of Sinnterr’s favorites.  Normally used to drive his mounts onward when he handles
Frost Rail, he can also use it to entangle a victim as a grapple attack, freeing himself to cast
spells or swing his axe.  When Sinnterr wishes to entangle (grapple) a victim with his whip,
he must make a successful attack roll using his base attack bonus, his strength bonus (+8)
and the size modifier for the whip (+4, Large).  The whip cannot be broken by sheer
strength.  The whip has an AC of 22, 40 hit points, and a hardness of 10. Caster Level: 9th;
Prerequisites: Craft Magic Arms and Armor, entangle; Market Price: 36,000 gp, Weight: 10
lb.

Frost Rail: Frost Rail is Sinnterr’s immense sleigh used for transportation.  Crafted from
the huge white pine of the highlands and reinforced with blackened iron, Frost Rail is thirty-
five feet long and twelve feet wide.  The seat itself sits ten feet off the ground.  Glittering
icicles and a fine layer of frost cover the blue and white sled.  The sleigh’s harness is
designed for two Huge mounts.  Currently, Sinnterr uses two remorhaz (MM, pp. 155) to
pull his sleigh.  The mounts’ harnesses are immune to the remorhaz heat generation ability.

When pulled by two Huge mounts, Frost Rail moves at eight times the mounts base
movement rate (about 25-30 mph).  The mounts are immune to fatigue while pulling Frost
Rail. When in northern climes, the mounts are also unaffected by terrain modifiers to
movement rate (snow, ice, etc.) except for near vertical ascents.  Without mounts, Frost
Rail functions as a normal, albeit oversized, sleigh. Caster Level: 10th; Prerequisites: Craft
Wondrous Item, endurance, endure elements, cat’s grace, expeditious retreat; Market
Price: 60,000 gp, Weight: 6,000 lb.

Treasure: 4 fire opals sewn into trim of red shirt (1,000 gp each), gold and silver chased
mirror (5 feet by 5 feet) for scrying (1,000 gp value), finely wrought blue tapestry with
moonstones hanging over seat in Frost Rail (2,000 gp), ten bloodstones (250 gp each),
1,000 gp.

Mundane Items: Huge greataxe, clothing, two Huge wineskins filled with fine drow wine,
haunch of frozen deer meat, 4 boulders.

Appearance: Sinnterr appears as a gigantic flamboyant figure dressed mainly in red, white
and black garments.  His clothing is typically made of soft doeskin dyed a rich red.  He
always wears his shaggy red cloak of bear pelt trimmed in the white fur of a winter wolf (+5
cloak of fire resistance).  Hidden underneath the cloak is his greataxe.  His face is framed in
a white beard and a mop of white hair covers his head.  Sinnterr’s eyes are an ice blue, the
color of the frozen glaciers that he calls home.  Sinnterr’s cheeks and nose are always a
rosey red from the strong mountain winds.  Skinny as a youth, Sinnterr is now a heavy set
frost giant.  The charisma Sinnterr exudes is almost tangible.  He always travels with his red
bag of suppleness draped over his shoulder, holding both his throwing boulders and his toys
for children.



Personality: Sinnterr is a cold-hearted giant, feeling absolutely no pity for any creature. 
His smile is cold and never reflected in his ice-blue eyes.  Sinnterr’s booming laugh is only
heard when his carefully laid plans come to fruition.  Sinnterr’s most common facial features
are snarls, sneers, or his icy smile.

Sinnterr is a product of his childhood.  Driven by inner demons, his desire to unite the frost
giant clans of the north is fierce.  He demands of himself an iron grip on all that his eyes
survey; never will his life be out of his control as it was when he was young.  Tormented by
the ghosts of his past, he sees children of all races as cruel, devilish figures.  Sinnterr takes
a grim satisfaction in destroying any security young humanoid offspring possess within his
small but growing realm.

Grandfather Frost is never prone to irrational decisions or actions.  Sinnterr prefers to mull
things over for long periods of time, analyzing schemes and plots in his mind from myriad
angles.  Sinnterr believes such deliberations will prevent unexpected situations in the
future. 

Hoarfrost, Male Weasel Familiar:
CR 7; HD 14d8+70 plus 10d4+50 (as master’s character level); hp 107 (half of master’s);
Init +2 (Dex); Spd 20 ft., climb 20 ft.; AC 19 (+2 size, +2 Dex, +5 natural (10th level
sorcerer’s familiar)); Atk +19/+14/+9 bite (1d3-4, +2 Dex (weapon finesse (bite)),
Sinnterr’s BAB, +2 Size); Reach 2 1/2 ft. by 2 1/2 ft./0 ft.; SA attach, alertness, improved
evasion, share spells, empathic link, touch, speak with master, speak with animals of its
type; SQ scent; AL N; SV (as per Sinnterr’s base saves) Fort +12, Ref +9 (+2 Dex), Will
+12 (+1 Wis); 
Str 3, Dex 15, Con 10, Int 10 (10th level sorcerer’s familiar), Wis 12, Chr 5.
Skills: Balance +10, Climb +12 (as Sinnterr’s), Hide +13, Move Silently +9, Jump +13,
Spot +4 (+8 with Sinnterr). 
Feats: Weapon Finesse (bite).

History: Sinnterr Klaas is a paradoxical figure, both celebrated and feared in the frozen
north.  His heart as cold as the windswept highlands he calls home, Sinnterr has begun to
cast his shadowy influence, decaying the social structure of nearby small human
communities.  A natural leader, Sinnterr has begun the task of empire building, drawing
humans into his fold as both slaves and food.  Few in the frozen north dare to challenge his
power and soon nothing will be able to stop his encroachment upon all the people of the
north.

As a child, Sinnterr had a natural talent for magical energy.  Generally manifested during
his fits of rage and tantrums as a child, his sorcerer’s power was chaotic and often
destructive.  He was quickly shunned by many of the frost giants in his own clan.  His
mother Jehenna, a limited sorcerer herself, was once a mistress of the clan’s jarl.  His
mother harbored a deep resentment for the jarl’s chosen wife and the fact that she was
forced to raise Sinnterr, the jarl’s illegitimate son, by herself.  Sinnterr’s mother schemed of
ways to assassinate the jarl and replace his authoritarian rule with that of her son’s.
The jarl was exceptionally cruel towards Jehenna.  The old jarl regarded Jehenna as a used
piece of flesh, her duty to satisfy his lustful urges gone. As tempestuous as a highland
storm, Jehenna seethed at her predicament.  Her rightful position as the jarl’s bride denied
her, she swore that one day her son would destroy the jarl and she would have the pleasure
of flaying alive the jarl’s then current bride herself.



Because of the jarl’s treatment of Sinnterr’s mother, Sinnterr received similar treatment
among the children of the clan.  A constant scapegoat, Sinnterr was beaten or at least
verbally assaulted by the other frost giant children at every turn.  Cruelty is a trait that
lurks within the humanoid breast, but never is it more revealed than through the actions of
children.  Sinnterr grew to hate their sneering and mocking faces.  He swore one day he
would have his revenge and no child would ever inflict pain upon him again.
As Sinnterr passed from childhood into young adulthood, Jehenna’s grand plot to usurp the
jarl’s rulership never came to fruition.  Her nightly frost giant lover betrayed her to the jarl;
Jehenna was well known for talking in her sleep.  The jarl slew Sinnterr’s mother without
hesitation as a lesson to the clan’s members never to question or undermine his absolute
authority.

Holding no allegiance to his own illegitimate son, the jarl banished Sinnterr into the cold
frozen wastes. Sinnterr was extremely bitter at this insult, being forced from his own home
as a child, the leering faces of the jarl and the frost giant children etched in his mind. Along
with rage, Sinnterr cultivated a deep jealousy toward the other frost giant children.  He
wanted to see them pay for their easier lives with their protective families and warm homes. 
His hate was a warming fire, keeping him alive amongst the wind swept highland crags.

Sinnterr forged into the icy highlands, gathering what wealth and materials he could find
from raiding human settlements. Sinnterr’s above average intelligence and burning hate
allowed him to survive in the cold mountains, a territory harsh even to a frost giant.
It was during his travels that Sinnterr stumbled across an abandoned giant stronghold.  The
huge ancient castle was constructed of mountain granite and ice, although much had fallen
into disrepair.  A relic from a past age, Sinnterr began to use the hidden castle to renew his
study into arcane lore.

However, Sinnterr was not the only occupant of the castle.  Within its walls silent dark
figures crept, their actions hidden in darkness.  Guarding an entrance into their nightmarish
Underworld against any incursion by meddling dwarves, the drow did not know what to
make of this giant intruder.  An obvious outcast with exceptional abilities, the dark elves
decided to forge an alliance with the sorcerer.  In exchange for help in his sorcerer’s
studies, Sinnterr would provide ample protection against any possible intruders into the
ancient castle, especially in the upper levels where exposure to the elements would have
less effect to the frost giant than to dark elven skin.  The drow also saw Sinnterr as a
potential pawn to be manipulated on the surface world.

Although taken aback by the dark menace in what he now called his home, Sinnterr quickly
agreed to the deal.  Focused solely on overthrowing the jarl and extracting revenge on his
former people, Sinnterr viewed his drow allies simply as a tool to accomplish his goals.
Quickly Sinnterr’s arcane abilities began to grow.  His dedication to his craft was
unmatched, but his burning desire for revenge against his former clan was the driving force.
Burning in Sinnterr’s memory was the frost giant children, as cruel as only children can be,
assaulting him with verbal barbs and physical blows in his last days amongst the clan as a
young giant.

Sinnterr met little resistance when he eventually returned to overthrow the old jarl and take
rulership of the clan.  Sinnterr Klaas slew many frost giants in his former clan, who as
children had ridiculed him in his most vulnerable state before his banishment.
The drow quickly realized the potential of Sinnterr’s arcane powers and leadership skills. 
With the promise of such a powerful surface pawn, the drow bent their efforts to renovation
of the ancient castle for Sinnterr’s use.  Sinnterr brought in frost giant servitors to staff his
new castle, as well as help in the renovation.



With his initial success, Sinnterr’s ambitions began to grow.  Visions of a frost giant empire
stretching across the snow fields of the north danced in his mind.  Sinnterr began to
subjugate other frost giant mountain clans, his first step towards crushing the humans who
occupied the fertile valleys below.  Fearing the great armies of the south and retribution,
frost giants rarely ventured into the valleys below their windswept mountains.  Since most
of the game ventured into the lower slopes and valleys during the cold winters, the winter
months were always a fight for survival for the frost giants.

With his power base intact, Sinnterr turned his attention to conquering the human
communities nearest the mountains he called home.  Sinnterr realized a disordered,
weakened opponent would limit any frost giant losses during an invasion.  Yet, it was not
clear to Sinnterr how to weaken the human communities lying below his great mountainous
expanse. Standing on his castle walls at night, the cold wind whipping through his beard, he
cursed the winking lights of the towns on the lower slopes and plains.  Humans were weak
compared to the mighty sinews and thews of a frost giant.  Yet, humans had hidden
strengths that made them incredibly dangerous.

What were these hidden strengths?  Sinnterr deliberated long before reaching the
conclusion that the human community was greater than the sum of its parts.  Human social
structure was entirely different than that of frost giants; a giant’s reliance upon another
giant within the clan’s social structure was purely for survival.  Trust, reliance, and
friendship forged bonds between the individuals within a human community.  If these
connections could be severed, the underlying structure of a human community would
crumble, making the humans easy prey. Sinnterr also realized large chunks of human land
could not fall simultaneously, lest Sinnterr risk invasion from a southern army.  Sinnterr
wished to avoid a major confrontation until his united clans were sufficient in number.  Also,
his hold on several of the clans was tenuous at best.  However, if the humans were to fall
easily, he would solidify himself as leader of the united frost giant clans.  Other clans would
presumably be drawn in afterwards, wishing to participate in the looting and gaining a share
of the fertile lands beneath their icy mountains.  Sinnterr’s grand ambition to create an
empire of frost giants, wreaking havoc on the northern human lands through sheer force
would one day come.  For now, he planned to focus on the subtle tactic of undermining a
human community’s trust and friendship. 

It was also at this time that Sinnterr began to chafe under the subtle direction of the drow.
The drow had begun to direct many of his actions, a sign that their plans were not exactly
what they professed.  Also, Sinnterr’s arcane studies progressed vigorously and he found a
decreased reliance on drow aid.  Still, he knew their initial aid in weakening the human
communities was essential.  Once that aid was given sufficiently, Sinnterr planned to cast
the black devils from his presence.

Sinnterr never disclosed his ambitions for an empire to his drow allies, promising only to
claim several lowland valleys for better winter hunting.  Sinnterr felt the best way to do
this, while minimizing any frost giant casualties and possible rebellion of the clans in his
grip, was to play upon the greed of all humans.  Greed, a powerful human emotion, could
quickly undermine human reliance and trust in one another and eventually decay
community ties. With distrust and dishonesty rampant, with possible mayhem resulting,
weakened communities would hardly be able to defend themselves against a coordinated
frost giant attack.

To achieve his ends, Sinnterr decided to create children’s trinkets and toys, infused by his
arcane ability to instill greed.  Developed by Sinnterr, instill greed has the express goal of
augmenting the greed emotion, often pitting neighbor against neighbor. Still jaded by his



experiences as a child, Sinnterr glimpsed the visages of the young frost giants who had
tormented him in all children’s faces, regardless of race.  His mind envisioned the human
children next to warm fires in down beds, a sense of security that was denied him as a
child.  The envy and rage he felt as a child continues to manifest to this day, a gnawing
demon in the back of his mind.  Sinnterr appreciated the irony of the trinkets and their
influence on the human community.  In any social unrest, it is the children who are hurt
first.  Sinnterr took pleasure in knowing the distrust, animosity and physical violence he
generated all served to destroy a child’s sense of security.

To accomplish his professed goals, the drow provided him drow artisans to craft the
children’s trinkets and toys.  The artisan’s creations were average by drow standards, but
exquisite by human standards. The drow artisans attempted to curb their influence on their
creations rather than have someone recognize their origin.  As their work began, these
same artisans secretly supported Sinnterr and were more than willing to turn their back on
their origins.  The drow artisans under Sinnterr’s command had no compulsion to return to
the Underworld and chip away at stone edifices or temples for the rest of their lives, much
like other low ranking drow artisans were forced to do.

The artisans manufactured toys of various styles and shapes, all of beautiful craftsmanship
and high monetary value.  Mountain granite or the white pine of the highlands formed the
basis for most of these toys.  Many contained a few veins of gold or silver with a semi-
precious jewel or two embedded in the work.  Small, wooden rocking horses with golden or
silver manes, gold chased eggs, silver laced handballs, and tiny crystal dolls were some of
the many creations of the drow artisans.  The real value of the items was not necessarily in
the precious metals or gems, but in the exquisite artistry of the creations.

For over a decade now, Sinnterr has been distributing his “toys” during the week of Year’s
Long Night.  With Hoarfrost perched on his shoulder, Sinnterr Klaas heads forth in the cold
night air in his immense sleigh Frost Rail.  The massive sleigh, pulled by two enormous
remorhaz, descends the frozen highlands in a maddening rush, coming perilously close to
sheer cliffs and massive stone walls.  On the lower snow covered valleys and plains he
leaves behind the trinkets that incite greed and animosity.  Sinnterr generally evades
perception by delivering presents at night or using invisibility, obscuring mist, and
expeditious retreat upon himself.  His general route is set; drow spies have already worked
out the best locations for presents and the “lucky” few who will receive these presents. 
Typical locations include barns, house porches, or underneath snow laden evergreen trees. 
Occasionally, Sinnterr sends Hoarfrost down an unlit chimney with a trinket to place on a
child’s pillow.  The locations of Sinnterr’s presents coincide with the best chance for children
or young adults to find them.  Sinnterr takes a grim satisfaction in knowing these items will
not only incite rage between young friends, but that the children will be crushed when these
items are snatched from their grasp by greedy adults.  Occasionally, children are badly
beaten or killed by strangers, neighboring families, and even other children for the trinkets.

Sinnterr’s ability to instill greed is not the only destructive influence of his toys.  Sinnterr
only leaves toys with a few of the human families within a given area.  Poor neighboring
families that do not get the benefit of Sinnterr’s visits are extremely jealous of those that
are known to have had a visit.  This envy creates an underlying distrust and animosity
throughout the community.  Town guards have even murdered innocents to capture the
precious trinkets.  Mayors or other local officials have rallied town militia’s for their own
personal gain, seeking to take the trinkets from townsfolk for the “town’s own good.”  Many
homeless children result from the civil strife.



Now known as Grandfather Frost, Sinnterr is a mysterious figure to the townsfolk of the
vales.  Few humans have ever seen him.  Children staying up late at night to catch a
glimpse of the mysterious “benefactor” report seeing a giant of a man dressed in red and
riding a sleigh pulled by legendary polar worms.  Sleigh tracks and huge footprints have
been found in the snow around town and farmstead areas during the week of Years Long
Night.  Sinnterr is fast becoming a legendary figure among the humans of the lowlands, but
they are blind to their own avarice.
Despite the social unrest, few folks recognize their own greed and look forward to the next
Year’s Long Night, hoping they will receive Grandfather Frost’s blessing.  Since the majority
of townsfolk in the northern provinces are poor, they welcome a visit by the mysterious
Grandfather Frost.  A few souls are able to see the social madness, but often they succumb
to the lure of Sinnterr’s gifts when first viewed.  For the most part, families end up crushed,
feelings of jealousy and insecurity welling up as their neighbors gain that precious toy to
help feed or provide for their family.  The children’s toys also convey a sense of
harmlessness to the majority of homesteaders, dispelling any feelings of danger from their
so-called benefactor.

Since the toys left behind by Sinnterr Klaas instill such a possessive behavior in the owners,
these items rarely leave a community and almost never leave the immediate area unless
stolen by a wanderer or merchant.  Many of these items are recovered by Sinnterr Klaas
during his invasions following years of leaving toys in a human community.

To this point, Sinnterr Klaas’s machinations have worked to perfection.  Small communities
that have gained some of his unique children’s toys have experienced a terrible social
decay.  Many of these small communities he has captured after two or more years of visits. 
Sinnterr forces the children of the ruined communities to serve under the lash of the drow
artisans, pulling water or other materials for crafting.  Other captured humans serve as
additional slaves or as food for Sinnterr and his frost giant minions.  His station as leader of
his united frost giant clans cemented, Sinnterr’s mind is only now expanding to larger
conquests of the surrounding lands.  He full well expects to find a human army from the
south in this area in the next few springs, but his war assets have increased to a point
where he feels a direct confrontation would not pose a problem.  Already he holds the
power to rally the majority of frost giant clans down the spine of his highland retreat.  The
frost giant clans throughout the northern ice fields and additional mountain ranges may
soon fall under his sway.  He has initiated plans to cast the drow back into the Underworld
while keeping his faithful drow artisans at his side.  Very soon, few will have the power to
check his advance, and none may have the power to completely stop it.

Adventure Hook:

There are several ways to involve the PCs in the machinations of Sinnterr Klaas.  PCs may
hear of outlying civilized settlements in the northern provinces undergoing a cycle of
mayhem and distrust before being overrun by frost giants.  PCs who venture into any area
that Sinnterr Klaas has visited in the past year or two while notice a high level of tension,
animosity, and distrust pervading the villages and towns.  While this may be enough to tip
them off that something is amiss, any PC elf will find an unmistakable drow influence in the
valuable children’s toys left by Sinnterr.  While the drow artisans have made every effort to
curb their own bizarre artistry and design, their subtle techniques are still apparent in their
creations.  PCs who are willing to do some research can quickly learn the legend of
Grandfather Frost and the trinkets he leaves behind.

Additionally, the GM may wish to extend Sinnterr’s influence into the local ruling structure. 
As an example, one of the presents left behind last year by Grandfather Frost worked its



way into the hands of a twin son of the dying local baron.  The item incited avarice between
the two teenage brothers, their relationship already at a strain because of their lust for their
father’s title.  Killing each other in a petty squabble over a child’s trinket, they have left the
barony crippled.  Nobles and knights are vying for power in the barony as the old baron lies
on his death bed, no son or daughter to follow in his stead.  As the towns boil over in
turmoil, savage barbarian clans loom close, sensing weakness in their civilized brethren. 
These are prime pickings for Sinnterr and his united clans of frost giants.
The GM has many options when to introduce the PCs into adventures involving Sinnterr
Klaas.  Year’s Long Night, either before or after its occurrence, gives the PCs the
opportunity to possibly encounter Sinnterr Klaas on his devious rounds.  This time of year
also allows PCs the opportunity to track the frost giant back to his lair.  Of course, any time
of year will work as the gifts of Grandfather Frost slowly erode the social foundations in the
northern villages and towns.

The PCs will have many goals in any adventure involving Sinnterr Klaas.  They may feel it
necessary to retrieve the “presents” left behind by Sinnterr Klaas and dispel the instill greed
while avoiding falling prey to the spell themselves.  Fending off envious villagers or even
trying to separate a greedy villager from his or her prize may prove problematic. 
Additionally, tracking Grandfather Frost back to his lair to face the frost giant himself, as
well as his drow and frost giant minions, will provide a tough challenge.  The GM may wish
to involve the PCs in a power struggle between the frost giant and his drow backers as
Sinnterr begins to rebel against the drow influence in his own keep.  Of course, this will
draw the PCs into the power structure of the united local frost giant clans, a greater danger
than they could have anticipated.

Second Place Winner:

Santa Clause / Weihnachtsmann 

By John Budzien

“Father Frost” Elf (fat & jolly)
Cleric 9 / Bard 8
Align:  NE

Ability Ability Score Modifier

STR 10

DEX 16 +3

CON 10

INT 16 +3

WIS 20 +5

CHR 20 +5

HP 75
AC 21 (10 base +3 dex + 4 mage armor + 4
ring  )

BAB Base Mod Total



Melee +12/+7/+2 +0 +12/+7/+2
Ranged +12/+7/+2 +3 +15/+10/+5
Saves Base Mod Other          Total
Fortitude +8 +0 +4*          +12
Reflexes +9 +3 +4*          +16
Willpower +12 +4 +4/6**        +21/23
* Ring of Protection +4
** +2 Elven Racial Bonus vs Enchantment Spells only

Feats
Skill Focus (Perform), Skill Focus (Gather Information), Scribe Scroll, Skill Focus (Scry)
Mounted Combat, Ride by Attack

Skills
name rank mod stat other total
Bluff 6 +5 CHA -- +11
Craft -- +3 INT -- --
(Toymaker) 8 +3 “” -- +11
Diplomacy 8 +5 CHA -- +13
Gather Info 8 +5 CHA +2 +15 skill focus
Heal 4 +5 WIS -- +9
Knowledge -- +3 INT -- --
(Elven Lore) 5 +3 “” -- +8
(Elven History) 5 +3 “” -- +8
(Religion) 11 +3 “” -- +14
Listen 10 +5 WIS +2 +17 racial bonus
Open Locks 10 +3 DEX -- +8 cross class
Perform 11 +5 CHA +2 +18 skill focus

(Epic Poems, Christmas Carols, Drum, Ice Sculpture, Snow Art, Lute, Derisive Laughter,
Bells <Glockenspiel>, Tree Decorating, Wreath Decorating, Light Displays) 

Profession -- +5 WIS -- --
(Carter/ Drover ) 6 +5 “” -- +11
Ride 8 +3 DEX -- +7 cross class
Scry 8 +3 INT +2 +13 skill focus
Search 8 +3 INT +2 +13 racial bonus
Spellcraft 8 +3 INT -- +11
Spot 8 +5 WIS +2 +11 cross class, racial bonus

Spells (Bard)
Spells Per Day = 3 zeroth, 3+1 first, 3+1 second, 1+1 third (including bonus spells)
Zero Level = dancing lights, det. magic, ghost sound, mage hand, open/close, read magic
First Level = alarm, charm person, silent image, ventriloquism
Second Level = enthrall, glitterdust, mirror image, Tasha’s hideous laughter
Third Level = blink, haste, scry

Spells (Cleric)  (Domains: Trickery, Travel)
Spells Per Day = 6 zeroth, 4+1 first, 4+1 second, 3+1 third, 2+1 fourth, 1+1 fifth 

Domain Travel Trickery
First Level expeditious retreat change self
Second Level locate object invisibility



Third Level fly non-detection
Fourth Level dimension door confusion
Fifth Level teleport mislead
Equipment
Red with White Fur Trim Suit  (bestows wearer “mage armor”)
Black Boots (boots of striding and springing)
Black Belt (acts as ring of warmth)
Red Cap (bestows wearer “undetectable alignment”)
Ring of Protection +4
Whip
Tiny Sleigh
8 Flying Reindeer  (6 Limey, 2 Kraut)
(Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Donner, Blitzen)
Big Ass Bag (of holding)
“The List” (A Directory of Agents & Operations Database)
Secret Alpine Elf Toy Factory / Base
Slave Labor Coal Mine
Ice Skating Pond (of Scrying – Used in conjunction with the Magical Zamboni)

Motivations
As a Priest of Donovan, the God of Disharmony, Secrets and Dirty Tricks, Father Frost works
to sow discord among his enemies, the humans, who have corrupted the lands once
belonging to the Great and Noble Elven People.   He achieves this by spreading discontent
in the human areas.  He strikes where the humans are most vulnerable – their children. 
Through  the ages, some of the brighter children have learned to dispatch letters to him,
detailing the crimes of their Nature defiling and pillaging parents.  These children are always
rewarded, and some have even been recruited into the organization.

Children at random receive gifts, while others receive merely lumps of coal.  This is done to
inspire paranoia – and the toy / coal allocation is distributed according to his own sense of
poetic justice.  He also spies on human children all over the world to instill them with fear…
err… proper respect due their elven betters.  This comes from his base loathing of humans. 
He seeks out naughty and abandoned human children, so that he can steal them, and
punish them for their transgressions – first and foremost, being human.  

The stolen children are taken to his secret alpine base, where they are put to work in the
coal mines.  The older children work 16 hours a day stoking the furnaces to keep the upper
levels of the base nice and comfortable.  This is done because elves are temperate climate
creatures, and prefer the warmth for their ruddy cheeks and hot houses.  Those who prove
themselves worthy in the mines, may be promoted into a luxury position of working in the
toy factory.  An entire hierarchical order has established itself in the slave population.  The
most blood-thirty and cruel advance the farthest by oppressing the weak.  The jolly old elf
finds this very ironic and laughs long into the night as the humans in his possession keep
themselves weak – fulfilling his agenda and justifying his theories, even within his own
demesne.

Notes
Immune to magic sleep spells.
+2 Racial save vs enchantments spells.
Low light vision.
Proficient with longsword /  rapier, and bow.
+2 Racial bonus on listen, search, and spot.
Languages – common, and elf.  Bonus languages – several.



Favored class is wizard.

(bard notes)
Bardic Music  (once per day per level)
- inspire courage
- countersong
- fascinate
- suggestion
Bardic Knowledge ( d20 + level + INT mod (+3))

(cleric notes)
Turn / Rebuke Undead

Comments

Alignment would have been LE, but I thought the creative essence in him (bardic
tendencies) would find it too restrictive, thus NE.  Although methodical, he is at heart self-
serving, finding it difficult to knuckle under to others rulership. 

3rd Place Winner:

Kristov Nicklaus Kringle “The Claws”
by:Edalbrevlis

Sex:  Male                Race:  Human
Monk3/Ranger1/Fighter4/Assassin5/Enchanter6 
Align:  LE          
CR: 19 

Medium-Sized

Ability Ability Score Modifier

STR 16 +3

DEX 20 +5

CON 12 +1

INT 15 +2

WIS 14 +2

CHR 13 +1

HD: (3d8+3)+(1d10+1)+(4d10+4)+
(5d6+5)+(6d4)+6
HP: 82
Initiative:+5
Speed:40

"Beware, or Saint Nick will come
down your chimney bearing gifts."



AC: 26
BAB:+13
Attacks:+18/+13/+8("Donner") +17/+17/+12("Blitzen")
Damage:1d6+4/1d6+4/1d6+4 1d6+3/1d6+3/1d6+3(wounding)

Saves:
Fort+13
Ref+15
Will+12

Skills: 
Alchemy +12
Balance +11
Bluff +7
Climb +10
Disguise +11
Concentration +17
Escape Artist +11
Hide +15
Intimidate +7
Jump +7
Listen +8
Move Silently +15
Search +10
Spellcraft +12
Tumble +11

Feats/Class Abilities:
Monk: Unarmed Strike, Stunning Attack, Evasion, Deflect Arrows, Still Mind 
Ranger: Favored Enemy: Humans +1, Track, Ambidexterity, Two-Weapon Fighting 
Assassin: Sneak Attack +3d6, Death Attack, Poison Use, +2 save vs. Poison, Uncanny
Dodge(can't be flanked)
Enchanter: Summon Familiar, Scribe Scroll, School Specialization: Enchantment
(barred: Evocation)
Feats: Blind Fight, Combat Casting, Exotic Weapon Proficiency: Bladed Gauntlet, Weapon
Focus: Bladed Gauntlet, Dodge, Mobility, Weapon Specialization: Bladed gauntlet, Spring
Attack, Improved Two-Weapon Fighting, Improved Critical: Bladed Gauntlet, Brew Potion,
Spell Mastery: Ghost Sound, Charm Person, Sleep

Assassin Spells/Day:-/2/2
Assassin Spells: 
1st- Change Self, Detect Poison, Ghost Sound, Obscuring Mist, Spiderclimb 
2nd- Alter Self, Darkness, Pass Without Trace, Undetectable Alignment

Wizard Spells(+Bonus Enchantment Spells)/Day:4(+1)/4(+1)/4(+1)/2(+1)
Spellbook:
0- All
1st- Cause Fear, Charm Person, Hypnotism, Identify, Obscuring Mist, Reduce, Sleep
2nd- Alter Self, Darkvision, Invisibility, Tasha's Hideous Laughter
3rd- Dispel Magic, Gaseous Form, Hold Person, Suggestion

Equipment:
"Donner" +4 Bladed Gauntlet, Keen, Vorpal (Blackened steel claw)



"Blitzen" +3 Bladed Gauntlet, Defending, Keen, Speed, Wounding; Bracers of Armor +7
(Blackened steel claw)
Ring of Protection +2 
Goggles of Night 
Hat of Disguise (Generally a red velvet nightcap with white fur lining, and a white ball at the
tip) Boots of the Winterlands (Thick, black leather boots )
Ring of Spell Storing (Silver ring with large emerald setting)
Mask of the Skull 
Robe of Useful Items (Red velvet with white fur lining)
Scarab of Protection
Lens of Detection
Bag of Holding (Large brown sack, often slung over shoulder to carry "gifts", or loot stolen
from victims)

Background/Description:

"The Claws", "Saint Nick", some say the man doesn't exist. Some say he’s a ghost, out for
some sort of retribution. Very few know the whole truth...

Kristov Nicklaus Kringle was never an ordinary man. Orphaned at a young age, he was
raised in a monastery, where he learned the very primers of hand to hand combat. Kristov
always excelled at combat, and the monks saw this in him. But, they also saw something
else in him: Kristov was a malicious fighter. From the monks, he learned discipline and skill,
but what he did not learn was compassion, ethics. Kristov had no use for fair play or honor.
What he wanted was victory, and perhaps something more, something far more sinister...

Upon being expelled from the monastery for nearly killing one of the other initiates, Kristov
wandered the wilderness, learning the ways of the land. He also learned to hunt, but he did
not hunt for food. Kristov hunted men, his own kin. Bandits, fishers, vagabonds, it didn't
matter: the joy came from the killing. In numerous "unexplained" murders and killings, he
honed is fighting style. With a clawed gauntlet on each hand, he eviscerated his victims,
earning him the nickname "The Claws".

Claws did not stop at being a killer, he wanted something more. He began studying the
ways of other killers, assassins. He began to train himself in the ways of these assassins.
With no true trainer, this took a great deal of determination, something claws always had
more than enough of. He also began to study magic. Claws liked magic. In magic, he found
another passion: He loved to control and manipulate people. He studied deeply in the art of
enchantment, with which he is still fascinated to this day.

By the time he began to use magic in his killings, Claws had made quite a name for himself
in certain circles. He had begun hiring himself out under the alias "Saint Nick". Saint Nick
made himself a name through his signature calling card, leaving wrapped gifts on the
corpses of his marks. Bearing gifts, he inflicted brutal, messy death on his victims. Claws
adopted this idea because his first killings were during the winter holiday season, when gift-
giving is often a tradition. To this day, he still prefers to hunt during the holidays. Claws
always takes something before he leaves a home he has brutalized, generally a trinket or
something important to the family with little value. He keeps these trinkets as trophies of
his accomplishments.

Recently, Claws has taken a unique stance on how he performs his assassinations. His
murders seem to have become cleaner, as well he no longer kills children. He especially
favors getting to the roof of the house, and using spells like gaseous form or reduce to



enter, generally through a chimney or upper floor window. If necessary, Nick will charm
children in the house, and use them to help him break in unseen. Some say he is careless,
others say he has gone insane. There is no doubt, however, that he is still a killing machine.
Nick will use the children as much as possible in his crimes, even so far as to have them
perform his murders in their hypnotic states. He rewards them with trinkets and toys, in a
similar fashion to the calling card that made him his name. Nick enjoys terrorizing his
victims. His favorite spell is ghost sound, which he uses to mimic the sound of sleigh bells;
which, followed up by the sound of his sinister trademark laugh: a deep bellowing "Ho ho
ho", strikes fear into the hearts of his victims, for they know that Saint Nick soon will be there.

One Night a year, Claws goes on a killing spree. On the night of the anniversary of his first
kill, a cold day near mid-winter, Claws visits as many houses as he can, "bearing gifts" for
the unsuspecting victims inside. 

Claws is a master of disguise. No one knows what he truly looks like, but rumor has it that
he takes the form of an overweight elderly man with a long white beard whenever in public.

When on a kill, his signature attire is unmistakable: fur-lined velvet robes, crimson as the
blood he craves, with a matching winter cap, resembling a night cap. his face is hidden by
an intriguing skull mask, and goggles with shadowy dark lenses. Donner and Blitzen are his
two fearsome claws, both made of blackened steel. He wears heavy black leather boots,
always shined perfectly, matching his thick black leather belt. Slung over his shoulder is a
large brown sack, always seemingly filled to the brim. It is said that he also carries with him
many consumable magical items, mostly scrolls and potions, as precautionary measure.
Saint Nick is ready for anything that may happen, no one ever sees him come or go, for
those that do are slain. 

Though few know who he is, none can doubt the fear he instills almost everywhere. "Careful
to lock the windows or The Claws will get you," "Beware, or Saint Nick will come down your
chimney bearing gifts." He has, however gained some popularity among 
orphanages.

Final Notes:

We would like to take a moment to thank ALL of the competitors.  There were so many
good entries that it was very difficult for our staff judges to choose our winners.  However, I
think you will all agree that these nasty Nicks were picked well!

As you can see, any of these diabolical nightmares of childhood Yuletides long past could
easily be incorporated as an NPC into your campaigns.  Don’t think Santa is just for
Christmastime!  You could pull a real twist on your players and throw him into an adventure
in the middle of July!  Whose to say it isn’t Yuletide in your campaign world just because it
isn’t in the real world?  

So, dig these guys out sometime when your players least expect it, pull out some
fermented apple cider, moldy Christmas cookies, and an old CD of carols.  Then, let the dice
roll where they may!
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“Initiate of the Machine” by Casey
Young

“The Asylum” by Scott Purdy

Artist Appreciation
Casey Young: Casey has been doing art for Realms of
Evil Games as a volunteer for a little over a year.  His
expertise in both line art and digital mediums is well
used by Realms of Evil Games.  He is a member of the
Board of Directors and a good friend to us all.

Contact Information:
 ecknool@realmsofevil.net
dedgummit@hotmail.com

Gallery: Elfwood Gallery

Scott Purdy: Also known as “blobsticks” at the Pits of Evil
forums, Scott’s work is a recent addition to Realms of Evil
Games.  He has also agreed to work for free and is quickly
becoming a good addition to Realms of Evil Games (even
though he still denies it, but we are working on him).  We
want him to know that we appreciate his work.

Contact Information: blobsticks@aol.com
blobsticks@yahoo.uk.co

Gallery: Elfwood Gallery
Epilogue Gallery
Personal Website
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